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Confusion Slows Appointments to
Summer Session Activities Board
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y JACK MILLROD delinquency of that committee
tg, bogged down in is his responsibility. Bloch,
o n g e d budget however, strongly denies the

ations, has yet to form charge, claiming that not only
mmer Session Activities isn't he the chairman of the

the body responsible selecton committee, he's "not
ocating summer session ena member."
t activity funds, and Bloch, denying "anything to
elections apprching, do with the committee,"
r President Gerry claimed that Toscanin Senator
elli has charged that Eric Weinstock, presently

cs are being played with running for the office of Polity
ard." Secretary, is the chairman of
"Highly Unusual" the selection committee.

ginelli, who called the Weinstock, however, also
on "highly unusual," denied the chairmanship, and
ided tht Gershwin claimed that he's merely "an
r Ishai Pt,_ -who is active member."
tly running for the office The official minutes of the
nelli now holds, is the meeting in question show that
nan of the Selection neither Bloch nor Weinstock is
nittee responsible for the the chairman of the selection
ishment of the Activity committee; thee wasnt one

Session Activity Board, which,
according to Wagneris
normally established no later
than the beginning of April has
yet to be formed.

"It's not unusual for a
committee to be formed
without a chairman," claimed
Senate Secretary Doreen
Moreira. "Usualy [olity ice
President] Bill Keer appoints
one,'but not always." Yet,
because no dhairman was

anated by the Senate,
Weinstock said he took on
many of the duties of
chairman. "I was forced to do
this work on my own," he said,
explaining that a chairman will
be selected when the
committee finally does meet,

-and the formation of the

chosen. Five senators we
chosen to serve on the
committee: Sophomore
Representative Shryn Wagner,
Freshman Representative

-Frlk Jackson, Hand Saator
-Wa G , Mont emator
Jy Fated, Ad mWeito,

koever, no one was picked to
chair the committee, and as a
rsult the committee formed
weeks ago has yet to meet,

ISHAR BLOCH -: ' Conquentty, the Sumnr.. :.&...

Bookstore to Reopen While Strike Continues
ByDAVI- M. RAZLER :. -"'.

Foett will reopen ts bookstore in
the Stony Brook Union today even
though ad 22 of its non-managerial
employees remain out on strike, both
University and Faculty Student
Association .ource announed
yesterday.

A bulletin released by University
Relations stated that Follett would
reopen half of the bookstore on a
limited basis uing an
employees. The company is allowed by
its contract with the FSA to only be
dosed for up to one week per semester
to allow for inventory. Although the
employees, members of the Distributive
Workers of America District 65, have
been on strike for the past week, the
bookstore has claimed that it is taking
the week for inventory.

A loosely formed group calling itself
the Student and Faculty Bookstore
Strike Support Committee has said that
it will picket the bookstore tomorrow.
The committee is being led by Mitch
Cohen, an ex-Stony Brook student who
is head of the Red Balloon Collective,
an activist organization with some
members at Stony Brook. Polity
Preskent Gerry Manginelli sid that
Polity would be helping the committee
and that he personally would join the
group to prevent the managers from
entering the store.

.. As of today, any of the employees
who do not return to work will be
considered fired by Follett, which sent
them mailgrams late last week, stating
that the strikers would lose their jobs if
they continued their action. All 22
strikers, however, remained out on
picket lines in front of the Union
entrances yesterday.

FSA Treasurer Robert Chason, who
also serves as University Assistant Vice

that the position of both the University
and FSA on the matter was that the
bookstore must open as stated in the
Follett-FSA contract. He added that
neither the FSA nor the University was
in a position to determine who the
bookstore employed.

Contract Expires
Follett's contract with the FSA

expires in July, and the corporation is
currently discussing the possibility of

BOOKSTORE EMPLOYfEE will continue their striKe toaoy, when the store
reopens using managerial staffers.

other firm, Kingsboro Bookstore, which
operates the book selling operations at a
number of City University campuses.
According to the president of that
company, he has begun discussing the
possibility of a contract but is a long
way from beginning actual negotiations
for the operation. Assistant to the FSA
President Al Schubert aid, however,
that FolUett might even get the contract
again "if they meet our price," which he
defined as guaranteeing a set price for
textbooks as a percentage of either the
wholesale or list price.

Schubert added that such questions
as student employment and labor
practices of a contractor were
considerations in the negotiations, but
that the price of books was more
Important to him.

Bookstore Shop Steward Lee
Amaeonas said that her union was
Interested in approaching any new

--contractor and offering the new
company this year's bookstore
employees as a group of experienced
workers ready to help move into the
new operation. Yet she warned that the
new contractor would have to pay the
workers the kind of wages and benefits
which the union is currently striking
for. The bookstore union is currently
asking for a 15 percent increase and
raising the minimum salary from $2.30
to.$3.00 per hour.

r

Playing First String
Dickey Betts, who last performed at Stony Brook

in the aly 70s playing second guitar to
Aman with the Aman Brothers Band, gve a
concert Saturday in the Gym with his new band
Great Southern. The band played a variety of songs
from its first album, plus some of Betts' Allman
Brothers songs. A review of the performance appears
in Proscenium, Pae 1A.
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News Briefs An SB Alumnus Reminisces
I _ I- 11

Consumer Agency May be Founded
Washington-naccustomd White House support may bring

cs this year to long standing efforts to establish a federal agency
to represent consumers.

Some businesses also are supporting those efforts, which began
gain yesterday on Capitol Hill.

Esther Peterson, President Jimmy Carter's consumer adviser, and
epresentatives of an insurance industry group and a major clothing

manufacturer endorsed the proposal to establish an Agency for
Consumer Advocacy to represent conmemrs before other federal
agencies.

Other industry groups, inuding the US. Chamber of Commerce,
eptld to continue their opposition to the proposal at Senate

and House hearings this week.
Opponents of such an agency say it is unneeary, that existing

federal agencies are supposed to protect consumer interests.
Federal agencies often make decisions affecting both business and

consumer interests, Peterson said. "Business has the resources to
make its views known, but consumers aMe typically underfinanced
and inadequately organized," she said.

In past years the House has passed bils three times to establish
the agency while the Senate has pned them twice. But the measures
were opposed by the Nixon and Ford .t In contrast,
President Carter strongly supports the proposal.

Moynihan's Money
Washington-Senator Daniel Moynihan,(D-N.Y.) disclosed

yesterday that his income last year was $200,060 and that more
than three-fourths of it, $152,000, came from lecture fees.

Moynihan reported that he paid $105,730 in state and federal
income taxes, more than half of what he ewned. "It was the first
time in my life I made any money, fellas," Moynihan told a news
conference. "And it all went."

Moynihan, who was elected to the Senate last November ruefully
noted that from now on his outside income will be sharply curtailed.

Outside earned income, from such sources as speech making, is
limited to $25,000 for senators now.

Under a new code of ethics, it will be reduced beginning in 1979
to $8,625 or 15 percent of a senator's $57,500 annual salary.

Carter: Fuel Price Hikes -
Washington-President Jimmy Carter will ask Congress to approve

substantial price increases for gasoline and other fuels, lawmakers
briefed by the White House on the President's energy plan confirmed
Tuesday.

If the President's program is approved, it could add about seven
cents to each gallon of gasoline by 1979 and another four or five
cents a gallon by 1981, said Representative Thomas Ashley, stressing
that this would be in addition to a possible "stand-by" gasoline tax
of up to 50 cents a gallon if American gasoline consumption
continues to increase.

Ashley, an Ohio Democrat who will head a select House
committee that will deal with (ter's energy program, was one of a
number of congressmen briefed Tuesday by White House energy
adviser James R. Schlesinger. Carter will spell out his proposals in an
address to a joint House-Senate session Wednesday evening. On
Monday night, he said in a nationally televised address that the
United States faces a possible "national catastrophe" unless stiff
conservation measures are adopted.

Suit Over Albany Mall Financing
Albany-The special bookkeeping maneuver former Governor

Nelson Rockefeller used to finance the $2 billion South Mall office
complex is being challenged in a taxpayer's court suit by the New
York Public Interest Research Group.

Rockefeller's lease-purchase arrangement has Albany County
owning the 100-odd acres occupied by the Mall, and the state leasing
the land from the county for 40 years. In return, the county sells the
bonds to finance construction of the huge marble and glass office
building and meeting hall complex. After 40 years the state will have
title to the area where 300 families once lived.

In this way, Rockefeller avoided the state constitution's
requirement that all such state debt be approved in advance by the
people. It is the county's debt, not the state's, even though the state
pays off the debt with its yearly"rent" payments.

Dennis Kaufman, general counsel to the Ralph Nader-inspired
citizens' group, said Tuesday that the suit had been made possible by
recent changes giving taxpayers legal standing to challenge
government actions.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Weather Forecast
'lbday-Mostly sunny and pleasant. High 72-75. Winds South 5-15
MPH.
Tonight-Increasing cloudiness and mild. Low 55-59. Winds
South-Southwest 5-10 MPH.
T omorrow-Varable cloudiness; warm and humid. High 78-82.
Winds Southwest 10-15 MPH.

THE STONY BROOK CAMPUS circa 1964.

By ILENE J. LEVINSON
"A suitcase school." "Always

under construction." "Liberal."
"Nothing to do on weekends."
"Sceince and math oriented."
These are just a few of the terms
used to describe SUNY at Stony
Brook today. Wag the. state of
affairs any different 12-15 years
ago? Richard Gambrell, class of
'65 remembers.. .

Sitting at his desk in the
Suffolk Community College
library, where be works as a
librarian, Gambrell reminisced
about his experiences and
feelings as a Stony Brook
student in the days when
"people were actually able to
find parking spaces." While he
did spend all four of his
undergraduate years as a Stony
Brook student, the first year
(1962) of his higher educational
learning actually took place on
an estate in Oyster Bay, the
original location of the campus.
There, classes were held in
temporary, colorful, dome-like
structures; dorm rooms were
located in an old Tudor
mansion; and formal gardens

abounded. In the fall of 1963
Gambrell, together with the rest
of the student body, faculty
members, and administrators
started out with a brand new
campus located in Stony Brook,
New York, 11790. It came
complete with real dorm
buildings, lots of construction
workers and, of course, mud.

In the beginning, the only
buildings that had been
completed were the Humanities
Building, G Quad, and "I can't
remeber exactly," said Gambrell,
'but I guess the Old Bio and
Chem Buildings were there, also.
I wasn't a science student."
Gambrell did, in fact, receive his
B.A. in Political Science.

Requirements were quite
different back then. "They were
very rigid." Gambrell stated that
"Everyone, no matter what their
major, had to take two years of
a language, two years of
humanities, one year of math
and science, and Social Science
one and two. Because of these
requirements there was a
common body of knowledge
which everyone at a certain level

shared. In a senior sience
coune, for example, the teacher
knew that everyone had read
Marx in Social Science two and
was able to make use of this fact
during the course of the
semester. As far as the quality
goes, Gambrell most definitely
feels that he received a good
liberal education. "To me, a
liberal education is Pined step
by step developmentally. These
developmental actors seem to
be missing today."

Gambrell laughed when he
talked about the differences
between class sizes thent and
now. There were only two
students in his British Parliament
Democracies class and it was not
unusual for the typical class to
consist of under 15 people.
There were no TAs or graduate
assistants, but, then again, they
were unneeded. Besides, there
was no graduate school. The
emphasis was totally on
undergraduate studies.

While many students studied,
studied, studied, there were a

lew who, for whatever reasons,
(Continued on poge 5)
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Hamster and Eases

HAMMING IT UP: Freshman Scott Glatsten seams to be one of the few residents
pet at home. Gatstein, however, should find a more suitable bed for
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New Course Evaluation Form Comes Up Short
Undergraduate students will evaluate their professors

this semester, by answering seven, questions on a
computer card leaving no space for comments instead of
using the longer in-depth questionnaires distributed in
the past.

Dean of Undergraduate Studies Robert Marcus
described the new form as a "boiling down of a teacher
evaluation with dozens and dozens of questions; it tells
me as much as larger [evaluation] instruments would."
Marcus said "there is evidence to support this view," and
cited a five-year analysis done at Northwestern
University using the computer cards, although he could
not produce the statistics to prove the contention of this
study.

The cards are distributed to all undergraduate daes
and are returned to the Undergraduate Studies Office,
where the results will be compiled. Marcus said that
either Poity or Stasman could publish the result of the
evaluation, but in any cse, "students will have acces to
them."

The questione card, compried of seven questions,
asks students to rate the course and inructors on a
number of aspects including diificulty level, grading
hirness, and knowledge ned by the student. Al
questions are answeable on a scale of one to seven
where one indicates a poor response and seven a

_.avorable response.

Marcus said that the individual comments on these
forms would be difficult to evaluate. "People [would]
go through 10000 'students with five courses each.
Faculty members can get [comments] from students
better than I can."

Marcus said that some academic departments are
going to use their own evaluation forms in addition to
the computer card. Hitory Department Cairman Joel

Rosenthal said "some of the faculty may [give their own
evaluations] but most of us will use [the computer
card]."

"It's [the form] not an accurate description of the
teacher or the class," said Freshman Bruce Moriarity,
adding, "I don't think they can change the course
[unless] the teacher is really bad."

-Lawrence Rigs

II 7
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CPR Course Objective: The Saving of Lives
By RONALD MALECOT

Do you know what to do if
someone is dying from a heart
attack? Could you save their
life? Sixty-five people did lean
how to do just that when the
Stony Brook Volunteer
-Ambulane Corp sponsored
a cardlopulmonary r uscitation

(CPR) course.
In cooperation with the

American Heart Association and
the Suffolk County Citizen
Corps (a branch of the Suffolk

Volunteer Ambulance Corps),
the Ambulance Corps taught a
five-hour course in the Lecture
Center to community and

-campus residents. The course is
designed to teach people what to
do in emeences before the
ambulance arrives. Instructed by
members of the Ambulance
Corps, the course was divided
between lectures and practicing
the CPR sequence with
demonstration models. 'hose
who passed a written exam and

have proved competent in model
practice received certification.
Participants in the course said
they took it because they were
nterested, it was good to know,
and that it was required for
Ambulance Corps membership
or Red Cross lifesaving

ertification.
The course was organized by

Stony Brook Ambulance Corps
member Bill Wagner, who
described the turnout as "great,
we had to turn people away."

SB to Host Special Olympics

Wagner wants the course to be
continuous and taught to the
gneral oommunity. Under
present conditions, the course
will only be repeated if there is a
demand for it. Wagner explained
that the objective of the Suffolk
County Citizen Corps " is to
teach 80,000 people CPR and
reduce heart attack fatality [byl
50 percent." This program is
similar to one started in Seattle
ten yeas ago which claims that
they have an 80 percent success
in heart attack resuscitation, and
that one out of seven people in
that city are now qualified in

CPR.
Heart disease is the leading

cause of deaths in the United
States. One half of the people
who have heart attacks die
before they reach the hospital.
Heart attack symptoms include a
pressure or squeezing pain in the
chest, neck and arms. If
symptoms are not treated
immediately, they may develop

into cardiac arrest. When the
heart stops pumping, at this
point a person is clinically dead.
Within 10 minutes the brain cells
die and the person is biologically
dead. Four to six minutes after
the heart stops pumping the
brain cells start to die, so CPR
should be started immediately to
be effective. CPR is a technique
to save and sustain life in people
whose heart has stopped. Stony
Brook Volunteer Ambulance
Corps President Gary Urbanowicz
said that ambulances in Suffolk
County take from five to seven
minutes to respond to a call, so a
person suffering from a carduic'
arrest may already be dead by
the time they arrive.

Until Help Arrives
As a citizen, one shouldn't

have to do CPR more than five
to seven minutes, until help
arrives, but one can sustain life
in this way for hours, according
to Ambulance Corps Crew Chief
Mark Wolff.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS for retarded childen and adults wll be held hre this weekend.
By ED KELY with a retarded person."

About 1,000 retarded children and adults from Bruno will be holding an or
Suffolk County will prticipate in events ranging tonight at 8 PM in the But
from track and field to table tennis in a special wishing to act as a guide. I
olympics to be held this Sunday on the Stony expected to arrive at the Gy
Brook athletic fields. according to Buno, will b

The Suffolk County Special Olympcs,which is "making sure the competitors I
being hosted by Stony Brook for the third Free Lunch
consecutive year, is sponsored by the Aociation Polity Vice President Bill Kel
for the Help of Retarded hildren. The success of free service from the Audio-\
the event will rely mainly on the number of ackmann Food service is dona
volunteers that apply to run the events al participants.

For the fist time in recent years Polity has Te Special Olympics, whic
organied a drive to enlist the aid of Stony Brook swimming, softball, bowling a
students. Student Coordnator for Volunteers onis pat of a national program f
Campus, Ginny Bruno, hopes that there will be the winners will move to the St
enough volunteers from the community and the "It's going to be a fun day," sI

ampus to have one volunteer for each competitor. be rock bands and Arts and C
"We need as much Input as we can possibly et," ae mostly institutional people

said Bruno. "We hope to match up each person special day for them."

anizational meeting
teteria for anyone
Volunteers will be
rm by 8 AM and,
e responsible for
have a good time."

ler has arranged for
/isual Services, and
itin a free lunch to

h will also include
d gymnastic events,
r the etarded, and

ate-wide Olympics.
dd Bruno. 'Therel
rafts tables. These

e and this is a very
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Fall Class Schedule

Distribution Begins
Distribution of class schedules for the 1977 Fall semester

has begun as of yesterday in time for the pre-registrtion
period which begins next Monday.

"There should be enough to go around," said Assistant
Registrar for Scheduling Pam Steele. Steele aid that 14,000
undergrduate and 5,000 graduateschedules have been ordered.
"We don't order for as many students as there are," she sid,
because of the indeterminate number of graduating seniors, and
because some students do not reister during the
preregistation period. However, Steele said that more class
schedules have been ordered this time than were for the last
pereegistration period when there was a shortage of schedules,
and that there should be a schedule for every student who
needs one.

Steele said that the schedules, which are contracted to a
private printing firm, will be available at many locations on
camps, including the quad offices, the Union, the Commuter
College, the Undergraduate Studies Office and the Registrar's
Office. She added that no problems are anticipated concerning
their distribution.

'-Shron Durst
^__________________________
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25-28

in

UNION

sponsored by i . .
CAREER DEVELOPMENT "i'
support funding
from STONY BROOK FOUNDATION

ALL WELCOME !!

Watch for complete schedules in lobby

of Student UnionAdministration,
Is Library,and in YOUR MAILBOX

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY on Saturday April 30,1977
to talk with Alumni about their careers after Stony Brook

11 a.rm in HSC CALL 6-3580
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An Alumnus Recalls...
(Continued from page 2)

anded up "flunking out." While
this is a relatively rr
phenomena today, back then it
was quite common. There were
no two ways about it-if you
did't keep up a certain grade
point aveae, you had to leave
school for a semester or a year.
Gamnrel remembers everyone
anxiouly waittng arund for the
arrival of rades that would let
them know if they "made it" or
not.

Though studious pursuits did
occupy much time, there were
other pursuits which cannot be
ignored. On social life-t did
exist. Concerts, dances, shows,
were sponored and attended by
eager students looking for
"something to do." The dances
of 1965 were not at al like the
disco dances so prevalent today.
Each one had a theme, the most

*popular ones being a Playboy
dance where the female students
dressed up as bunnies and an
IBM Computer Dance which was
a big hit, especially with the
freshmen who knew the least
amount of people. Concerts
featured mostly jazz musicians
since that was the big thing of
the day. Thelonius Monk, Count
Bonie, and the Chad Mitchell
Trio, among others, made their
appearances here at old Stony
Brook.

Yes, a social life did exist then
just as, believe it or not, it does
now. But students were still
apathetic about many things.
Polity tried to get the ball rolling
to help keep students happy but
it was difficdlt. One of the
biggest issues was whether or not
to have fraternities. The students
on the pro side said they were
bored; that fraternities always
have a lot of thins going on.
Those against said no for
basically philosophical reasons-
fraternities tended to be quite
exclusive. Gambrell feels that
basically the biggest reason for
not having fraternities "were all
the commuters. There were so
many of them and they simply
had very little, if any, time to
start getting involved."

As far as "partying" goes,
there wasn't any of the kind we
see today in every dormitory on
campus. People did not sit
around their rooms and get high

or even drink beer. "IDugs were
pretty much hidden in those
days," Gambrel explained. "Pot
smokers were definitely not in
the majority." Alcohol was
forbidden on campus so on
Friday night the "guys" used to
go out to the bars and get really
rowdy. Actually, they still do,
don't they?

Even interminging of the
sexes did not come too easily.
Coed floors were unheard of;
men and women were separated
by wings of each building until
H Quad was completed. Then
there was a quad for each sex.
However, they were allowed to
share the same cafeteria and on
Sunday afternoons visiting
privileges were granted. Male and
female students could talk and
socialize in their rooms during
this time.

Curfews for women were also
the order of the day. Depending
on their class standinga certain
time .was posted when each
student had to be in her
respective room. Gambrel
doesn't feel they had it too bad,
thoug. He recalls going up to
Albany State to visit and
noticing that a woman student
had to '"ign out" just to go
dowtairs and get a coke.
"Even in those days Stony
Brook was considered more
liberal."

"The Stony Brook of today
overwhelms me," said Gambrell.
"Back then it was a small,
impersonal school. Now it's a
big, impersonal school." He
doesn't think construction on
campus will ever stop. "there
will always be something to put
up or tear down."

Richard Gambrell was a part
of Stony Brook 15 years ago,
but he is sti a part of it today.
He is currently working '-o his
Master's in English and, besides
that, is on the Board of
Directors of the Alumni
Association. His wife, Carol,
graduated from Stony Brook in
1967.

So many changes have
occurred over the years that are
so difficult to describe. And
there will never be a complete
answer. "It seems to have lost
the intimacy.. but, then again,
can it lose something it never
had?"

'Back then it was a small, impersonal school.

Now it's a big, impersonal school.'

- Richard Gambrell

THE MASTER PLAN in University President John To
all changes at Stony Brook have been of a physical nat
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Punch Cards for Meaningless Evaluations
It seems that these days, whenever an

organization is faced with a complex
problem, the solution is clear and
simple-reduce the problem by quantifying
it in mere numbers. Towards the close of
every semester, departments are faced with
giving the students a chance to give some
feedback on their courses and instructors,
in the form of course-instructor
evaluations. These evaluations have taken
on many different, innovative formats in
the past, the most recent of which is a
computer card whereby the student is
instructed to punch out the appropriate
responsenext to the question. This system
of evaluations, however well intentioned
they may seem to be, are a sorry excuse for
real student input into the quality of their
own education, input which has shown to
be both meaningless and non-existent at
Stony Brook.

One of the problems here lies with the
questions themselves-all seven of them.
The questions are structured in such broad,
meaningless context, that they can only
lead to other questions, which are not
asked of the students. For example, the
first question asks how hard the student
had to work for the course. As with all the
questions, we must inquire, just what is this
question purporting to measure? A
courses's difficulty? If so, it does a poor
job of it. Some students who have plans for
professional school, work hard in a course
for an A, no matter how difficult the
course is supposed to be. If a student is
particularly bright, he may not find any

course particularly difficult, Similarly, just
what is a question like "Class discussion
was welcome in this course" supposed to
measure? Class discussion may be
infeasible,as in the case of many classes
held in Lecture Center 100, or inappropriate
iin the case of a class such as organic
chemistry where it is unlikely that a lively
class discussion can be elicited. Does a no
or yes response measure course or even
instructor quality? We think not. Notice
that there is no space for a"not applicable"
response, which would clarify these types
of questions to ,make them mean
something. All the questions on these cards
proceed in this manner.

The possible responses the students may
give are equally arbitrary, and devoid of
real significance to course or instructor
quality. We fail to see what the difference
*is between a second or third degree answer
of "seldom," or a fifth or sixth degree
response of "often." Why didn't the
authors of this questionnaire go all the way
with 2', 2½ and so forth.? Furthermore, as
anyone who has studied survey
questionnaires undoubtedly knows,
closed-end response categories as provided
here ( where the respondent must choose
one of the given answers) offer easier
quantification of data, but at a severe loss
of precision and detail. If the questions
must be asked in this manner, the way to
counteract this loss of precision is
obviously to ask more questions. Yet the
questions asked reached a grand total of

No MoreFolletts
Most students here, unless they can get

into New York, or at least go off-campus,
must buy their books at the Stony Brook
Bookstore. It is also one of the few places
in the local area that stocks the necessary
books for students here. In a sense they are
a virtual monopoly on student textbook
dollars. Everybody here, then, must be well
aware of the exorbitant prices that students
are currently charged.

The bookstore is subcontracted to the
Follett Corporation by the Faculty Student
Association, and their contract expires in
July, so there may be a glimmer of Ihope
somewhere. But there is -one additional
factor for the FSA to consider, namely,
how a new subcontractor will treat its
employees.

The Follett Corporation, unfortunately,
will not be remembered as a company that
treated its employees well. It is offering
very small wage increases, very few
benefits, and wants a completely separate
status for its student employees, who make
up approximate 1/5 of its work forces and
who must work to support themselves. The
employees have therefore decided to go on

strike' since Follett has been reluctant to
accept any of the union's previous offers.
Follett representatives said that if they give

.any benefits that increase the cost of
-coopetation, will be passed on to the
students. Further, Follett has threatened all
of the striking employees with firing, and
the bookstore has retaliated by attempting
to open with strikebreakers this morning.

We call on the Faculty Student
Association, then, which is now composed
mainly of students, to act in the student
interest: find a company that will charge
reasonable prices to the students and will
treat all of its employees fairly, thereby
avoiding situations that cause strikes and
-hurt the students. In the meantime, we
urge all members of the University
community to boycott the bookstore, until
a settlement is reached. Students and staff
members should buy their books and
supplies off-campus even if it is
inconvenient. Professors should hold both
their summer session and fall orders, and
if necessary, order through another
bookstore. The campus community will let
both Follett and the FSA know how they
feel.
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seven. What happened to the old format,
where information about the student
himself, and more information about the
course and instructor is solicited?

For that matter, what happens to the
evaluations themselves? Few, if any,
students ever see the results of these

*evaluations, while paying the tuition
money to finance their administration. We
seriously doubt that these are used to
determine course offerings or tenure for
professors that receive good ratings. Such
direct student input just does not exist
here.

No, the age of meaningful student input
into academic planning has not arrived yet.
If this feeble, simple minded, and even
insulting, attempt is any indication of
things to come, it appears we just might
have to resign ourselves to an
administration and a University that simply
does not care what we think, say, or feel.
This is a situation that Statesman cannot
but deplore.
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More Easy Solutions to Stony Brook Problems
By LAWRENCE RACHMAN

In my last letter, I discused the need for the
application of intellignce at Stony Brook and

ave m a few emples. Hare re a few mre examples
a well as sustins for the general appcation of

Mamtamnee and Closhg of Dormitores
Like it or not, Stony Brook Unierity is

running a group of apartments with about 6,000
tenants. As andlord, the University has every
moral oblion that any other landlord miht
have, een tough state law might not uphold
tbese oblitons. Tbese oblitios include the
maintenance of the apartmts within a rasonable
time period, as well as the continuation of housing
over holidays for thoe who choose to stay in their
current homes, rather than move offcampus for
these holidays. Since the University apparently
refuses to submit to these moral oblitions, it is
up to the students to reate a situation where
these obltions will be legal ones.

Freedom of Speech-The RSB
It is within the limitations of our freedom of

spech for the Marines (or any other military
organization) to attempt to recruit on this campus.
If the RSB (Revolutionry Student Brigade) were
to set up a disply immediately adjcent to that of
the Marines which demonstrated, grphically and
rationally, exctly what their objections to the
Marines were, the effect upon the public would be
far more profound than merely suprin the
recriting efforts.

Long Lines During Registration
Minial policy h od result in the

elimiati of m of the lines ding the frst
few weeks of classes For example, the ID
validation line could be elimnated completely by
vaidating ID's immedaty upon payment of bils.
The now unemployed ID validating people could
become dditional cashiers, speding up the
'begnning the semester' proes even more. Also,
since add-drop forms re fed to the computer by
campus employees rathr than the students, there
is no reason why the students couldn't drop off
their form and return to claim it an hour later,

tbher than spending that time stnaing on a line.
How to Appy Intel c toProblemsastbeyArise

I popose the ormation of four-credit course
entitled "Intelligence Applications Laboratory
(IAL)," or something smiar. Students in this class
would attend regular lectures by administrators,
minority group representatives and others who
plan, or desire, to change University &ricy.
Members of IAL would analyze, research and
discuss these proposed changes, ultimately
reacing some conclusion regarding the change,
which would be sbmittd to the peron planning
it. Also, the IAL would tae it upon tself to
anlyze any major problems plaguin the campus,
and submit the results of this analysis to the
campus t large. At first, IAL would probably be
ignored by the Univety ommunity, but as
various groups begin to reae that they ca have a
compete analysis preformed upon ay action they
wish to take, aud that the rest of that analysis, If
apped properly, will reult in the ncreased
efficency of their orgnization, the LAL will
increase i popularity. Ultimately, it would
become Onmmram for anyone facing a policy
problem on the campus to ask AL's opinion

Political Pollutions

To the Editor:
In the pas few days we have

noticed a number of posters and
stickers, put up by the Proreve
Labor Party, on many campus
signs, buildings and structures.
Although they have just as much
right as any other group to relay
their message, the PLP has no right
to deface public property. This
campus has many bulletin boards
and other places suitable for
posting messages. We therefore
cannot understand why the PLP
fmds it necessary to detract from
the little beauty that exists on
campus in order to accomplsh a
task that is routinely performed in
a non-destructive manner by scores
of other groups.

As resident students, we consider

before taking action.
IAL members would ean four credits per

remeter, as well as the satisfact that they were
contibuting to the (then) smooth running of the
Uniersity. Th University would get te services
and benefits of a continuous, free, effiency
consultaton serice, as well as the excellent public
relations value of community newspaper headlines
like "Students and Administrators Cooperate jn
University Fb"cy.

How to Apply Intelligence to your own Acivities
Administrators

You are the makers of policy. The quality of
life of thouands of people depends upon your
actions. If you think that any decision you make
might affect these people, even in the least, find
out their opinion. The news of (for example) T-A.
Pond spending Monday afternoons behind one of
the new tables in the Union lobby would be
greeted with suspicion at first; but when it became
apparent that a sincere desire for student input
existed, this input would occur both in quantity
and quality. Such a regular event would result in
improved studentadministraton relations, as well
as boosting the quality of University policy.

Staff
You are the enforcers of policy. It is up to you

to see that policy is applied as flexibly as possible.
Be prepared to bend a rule when the need arises,
and, more importantly, be prepared to justify it to

Toll's Calendar
By JIM HELLER

It has now been about two months since I beard
about the academic calendar for the 1977-1978
school year that was approved by our University
President, John Toll. I have yet to spea to
someone who is in favor of a two-week Christmas
break coming in the middle of the term.

The chane from this year's calendar came
about because it was noticed that one semester
was two or three days shorter than the other one.
A number of proposals to recitify the situation
were made by the Stony Brook Senate (comprised
of students, faculty and staff), the least acceptable
of which was adopted by President Tol. When the
students got word of how our year was to be
.screwed up, there was much dissent. So much
dissent that a demonstration took place in the
Administration Building which got a lot of
publicity, but which accomplished nothing. It has
yet to be determined why Toll chose the calendar
he did when others would just as easily have
satisfied the majority's needs (students, faculty,
and staff).

The demonstration attracted 1,000 students,
but out of the some 18,000 that attend this
school, 1,000 is a poor showing. There am many
mor students who are distsfied with the way
this aademic year has been planned, and they
should be diafied. By Deember most students
ad faculty have little academic incentive. Why
not get finals out of the way before our winter
reak? A break is needed by all to think about

.things other than school and to give us time to
become re-interested in academics. Havin a break
before finallves us no time to get our heads
together before the spring term. And who wants to
worry about finals while on our winter break?

Stony Brook our home. It disturbs
us to find that everywhere we turn,
the campus is now polluted with
-poitial propaganda. How much

your superiors. Remember, in addition to
repeenting the University to the campus
community, you aiso function as a link between
the campus community and your superiors. It is
through you that they may see the needs of
others.

Faculty
You make the school what it is. Do your bet.

If you find it diffcult to communicate with your
students, try to surround yourself with asistants
who find it easier. Remember that many people
are paying in time and effort, as well as money, for
the privelege of listening to what you have to ay.
Make it worth their while.

Students
You are why the University is here. You can

change policy if you attempt it in the proper way.
Seek out. those adminisrato and departments
which function competently, and make them well
known. 10,000 names on a petition should be far
more effective than 25 students in court. If a
bureaucrat refuses to help you, don't be afraid to
talk with his superisor. And his supervisor ...

Dare to be different, but don't stop there. Do
that which needs to be done, even if it is
traditionall ignored. And most importantly, treat
your fellow University citizens as though they e
specia. They are!

(The riter s an SUSB undergduate.)

Is Undemocratic
Certainly the faculty feels the same way.
Secondly, foreign and out of state students- re at a
tremendous disadvantae for with only a two-week
break it is hardly economical for them to return
home even once during the entire year.

I have heard that there were requests for the
school term to start two weeks or so into
September and finsh by Chrimas. Wel with the
majority of students ad a large number of faculty
being Jewish, I ee no reason to be out of school
for Christmas. I say let the term run out
completely, and then have our entire winter break
all at once. If necessary we could ave a long
weekend over New Year's Eve.

More impoantly, it remains a mystery to me as
to why in a democrtic America, demo y is

-dead at Stony Brook and we are ruled by a
dictator. If the "President" of this University an
not meet the needs of the students, faculty, and
staff then we should call for his resignation! The
calendar ssue is not dead. Te students should be
outraged. John Toll did not even have the decency
to appear at the monsttio and publicly field
questions. Until be meets with the entire
Unversity at a pubic meeting, he deerv no
respect.

I come from a sool in southwest Virgia that
this year instituted a imilar calendar to the one
proponed for us next yea Next yer that shotol is
going back to their old calend because the one
they had this year (the one proposed for us next
year) was so unsuited to academia Why should we
at Stony Brook waste a full years time in
rectifyng our problem? Why stand we her idle?
There i still time to protst and speak for our
rights!
7The writer is n SUSBI wadrrruduate.)

respect can we have for an as hurt the students and thus in
oranization which must destroy to trn hurt themldes.
communicate? We think ery little. Robrt B. Wim

By their tactics, this organization :Mk A. Ledsan
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$6.95 a11youc ' ALL YOU CAN EATI
*SPECIAL LUNCHEON MENU CHANGED DAILY

10% OFF ON ALL . FREE DELIVERY *
WITH SUSS ID CA TERING. 0 TAKE OUT ORDERS

SUN: 1 0-10PM RTE 111
MON-THURS: 10AM-10PM I * I
FRI 10AM -12PM
SAT: OAM -AM SMITHTOWN
979-90R-1 I 1. fa.r O Ad ...P1fll1 ^ q1w

Work in Your Home?
Zoning laws frequently allow

"home occupations" to be carried
on in a residential neighborhood.
What does that include?

An oft-cited example is dress-
making. Courts point out 1) that
dressmaking is an activity tradi-
tionally conducted in the home,
and 2) that it is incidental to the
primary use of the home as a
dwelling 'place.

Likewise, the practice of med-
icine and the teaching of music
have usually been held accept-
able.

One case involved a newspaper
columnist who handled a substan-
tial flow of correspondence with
his readers. City officials tried to
force him out of a residential
zone, but a court sided with the
columnist.

"(His) activities," said the court,
"do not interfere with the use or
appearance of his home as a resi-
dence, nor do they affect the resi-
dential or aesthetic character of
the district."

But the courts take a different
view when--as one judge phrased
it-"the business tail is wagging
the residential dog." Accordingly
there have been rulings against a
karate school, a printing business,
a husband-and-wife restaurant,
and a barber shop.

In the latter case -ih barbe
pointed out that he would have
only a single chair, would have
no employees or signs, and would
work exclusively b> appointment.
Nonetheless the court turned
thumbs down, saying:

"Barbering is not customarily
conducted in a home. It is a busi-
ness ordinarily conducted in a
business building."

In one unusual case a man tried
to open a funeral parlor in a resi-
dential neighborhood. But the
court gave the idea a speedy
burial.

It is "so obviously without mer-
it," said the court, "that we shall
not discuss it."
A publie errike fatre of the
New York State Bar Aesociation
and the American Bar Asocia-
tion.
t 1977 American Bar Association

LEViCO
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LEvico 77 ITALY' 22 DAYS IN ITALY
AN INTERNATIONAL IN CONCERT
MUSIC AND TRAVEL EXPERIENCE fROM $59900

' STAY TWO OR THRE WEEKSTRAVEL PAK . ST AYT"K
51 NSCONSET HIGHWAY A A * 3 STAr iHO1: OUl TN i MU OC.
POT JEFFERSW STATION CO4TiWTAeI McAKrAS TS ORTATION

EW YORK 11 776I TS a TAXIS OUIO r AD. TO TIVAL
1/919lTA7-_ . A iadsll' w .e; I DEPARTURE DATES FRM IR I A

BRING IN A PICTURE OF '
YOURSELF FOR OUR SUSB _
FAMILY WALL

GET FREE $1.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
GOOD FOR YOUR NEXT VISIT TO

PANCAKE COTTAGE
(ONLY ON NON- I

SPECIALS) _
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SUSAN'S TYPING SERVICES
* EM Corr. Selectric Thee (MA., Ph Ds)

Mnuscript, Reports, Corrmipoedee, Reums,
Direct Mailings All Currhiculum Felds, *ReOnab
n metes

~* ~ DAILY
j(516) 4873582 CAUL FOR APPT.

X ***
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SUMMER IS HEREI
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Cap & gown deadline: · APRIL 22
LAU ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN APRIL 25

INFO HAS BEEN SENT TO AU STUDENTS' PERMANENT HOME ADDRESS
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_;--P RESENS2

- GYM

APRIL 22

-UNION AUD.-

I

APRIL 24

K-GYM.,,

APRIL 30

1
- GYM -

| Special
I--RES. e6.00

-AUDIfORIUM

,8 AN

I
kSHFORD & SIMPSON
MASS PRODUCTION

I
- P
..

0m ,w

PETER LOBDELL
Director of mime for Equus

*. .00

JOAN BAEZ
DANNY O'KEEFE

$1.00

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
guesst r DEAN FRIEDMAN

- GEN AD

THONY BRAXTON QUARTET
MICHEAL MOSS/FOUR RIVERS

-i
7:30 PM

' t- I
1000 PM

I ;
'9 PM

8:30 PM

. 3.00-W. *3.0

'' 8:30 PM

*: 1
3w.00-

COMMUTER
PETITIONS

DUE

TODAY
4FOR COMMUTER

COLLEGE
TREASURER
SECRETARY

PROGRAMMING
CHAIRPERSON

SERVICES CHAIRPERSON
PUBIUCITY CHARPERSON

INFORMATION
CHAIRPERSON ,

WED. 4/20 5 PM
IN POLITY OFFICE 258

UNION

PETITIONS DUE

TODAY
BY 5 PM

POLITY
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
10 JUDICIARY
* - UNION GOVERNING
BOARD
2 STUDENT ASSEMBLY
REPS.
STONY BROOK COUNCIL
REP.
SENIOR REP.
JUNIOR REP
SOPHMORE REP.

WED APRIL 20
POUTY OFFICE

1,, s \

FRIDAY, APRIL 29
8:00 p.m. to midnight
Sunwood

SATURDAY, APRIL 30
All Day

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

12 noon to 5 p.m.

5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

6p.m. to 9 p.m.

9 pnm. "- '

9:30p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

SUNDAY, MAY 1
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Wine and Cheese Party
Discussions with Dr. Toll, other administrat4
faculty and special "Mini-BrandyWine Conv<
with Lee Koppelman, Peter Shaw and Thom

"Naissance," a festival of the arts with exhib
of Student work, jazz groups, theatre produx
poetry readings

Career Conference for undergraduates

Tours of the new Health Sciences Center & 1

Cocktails for Alumni

Make your own heros and sundaes, chased t

rsJoan Bae Concer
Joan Baez Concert
(You may purchase tickets through the Alui
$5 reserved, $3 general admission.)

An evening cf 50's Revelry with " Harry Hi
the Boogie Wooqie Band." .

An open forum of the Stony Brook Alumni
Association Board of DirectOrs

CALL THE ALUMNI OFFICE 246-3580 FOR RESERVATION.
TICKETS: $7.50 PER MEMBER, $10 PER NON-MEMBER
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BILL BAIRD CENTER
INFORMATION, HELP, & COUNSELING

FOR--
ABORTION

BIRTH CONTROL
* FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR MARITAL STATUS
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

OPEN 9 AM -9 PM --- 7 DA YSA WEEK

HEMPSTEAD, NY
.516-538-262

SPONSORED
BY P.AS.

(NON-PROFIT)__~ ~

BOSTON, MA
617-536-2511

U WE m u m - m ,ny, -

. · ·.. _,. .-- · J.. il~
REPAIRED-SOLD-RENTED

.register aid
typewrite

TYVPWRITPRS Ai s

CIRCLE

CLASSIFIED ADS
NEW STUDENT RATE

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
$1.00 for 15 words or less for first time ad is run
$.75 ior each additional time the same ad is consecutively run
Extra words over 15: $.05 per word.

WRITE ONLY ONE WORD IN EACH BOX AND
BRING IT TO STATESMAN - UNION
BASEMENT - RM. 075

DEADLINE: 12:00 NOON
2DA YS IN ADVANCE OF ISSUE.

CATEGORY:

Personal For Sale Housing Help-Wanted Services

1 2 ___2 _ 3___ 4 5 6

7 . 2 J _ 12
7 - 9 :10 11 12

13 14 1S 16 17 18

19 1 :201 21 22 23 24

_ .25 .
26

27 ._ 282 __, ,

_Z~~~~~~aA

PERSONAL
TO LESLI the nicest klutz we know
maybe now that you're legal you'll
learn to walk. Happy birthday to a
great friend. Much Love, Linda and
Flora.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR one Ham-
burger Man to take Lesil out on her
birthday. To apply call 6-6475.
STUDENT BLOOD DRIVE Thurs.
April 21 1-6 PM In Gym. For info
call Denise 6-4523. All welcome.
RAPPERR get on your tractor and
plow! NKl, go blow It out your
cow's ass. ATH take one. PAUL
(amt) bite the headl S.B.VA.C.

DEAR LOEWE, Happy 2nd
Anniversary to the most wonderful

ion In the world. All my love,
Pupper.

LARRY A - Thank you for last
night. Love Carol.

TO TABLER QUAD: We're mad as
hell and we're not going to take It
anymore. -Sanger College.
HI BABY: A little gift of thought on

.your day. Love, Tony.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to one of
Charlie's Angels. Love, a co-angel.

LA LA, It we make It through this It
will be a miracle. Happy Birthday,
Love -Putchklple.

STEVE, for someone I hated you've
come a long way. I guess we both
believe In miracles. I love youl
Michele.

CHRISY and YONNY -you two are
both my men, but do you have to
yell SHELLY In the window at 3 In
the morning? Love ya both Shelly.

FOR SALE
FORD '69 GALAXIE XL. 2/dr.,
automatic, R/H, new exhaust -
brakes. Rebuilt transmission, good
tires. $475. Dennis 654-1314.
FENDER DUO - sonic guitar with
case. White. Early '60s. Good
condition, $95. Dennis 654-1314.

1971 AUDI 100LS automatic,
sunroof am-fm 53 00 mi., new tires,
$1400. Call 689-9145.

66 CHEVY II AUTO needs some
repairs, 92,00 mi.. $120. Call
689-9145.

MINOLTA SRT-101 and BX
Teleconverter case and wide strap,
good condition, $145. Steve,
246-7476.

TWO IBM TYPEWRITERS Model B
and Correcting Selectric, $170, and
$1100, respectively. Call Jim at
689-9025.

VOX AMP 2 twelve Inch base
speakers, good condition, $300. Call
eves 821-0892.

REFRIGERATOR KING - used
Refrigerators and Freezers bought
and sold. Campus delivery available -
call 928-9391 and speak to the
KINGI

WE ALSO
DO REPAIRS

STEREO every brand wholesale,
specials OHM, speakers ONKYO.
PHASELINEAR SANSUI TEAC,
MARANTZ, TECHNICS, BIC.
698-1061.

VIVITAR AUTO LENS. 135mm 2.8
screw mount. New Condition $60.
Lee 751-8652 after 5.

THE GOOD TIMES
Buys and Sells

Quality/Scholarly Used Books
Hard Cover and Paperback

- Most Subjects-
Paperbacks sell at % Price

Two Floors of Good Browsing
150 E. Main St. Port Jefferson
11-6 Mon-Sat. 928-2664
Not Permitted to sell on Campus.
H AMPE RS, BASKETS, below
wholesale. 288-1895, Mr. Nathans'
Greenhouse. 42 Library Ave.,
Westhampton Beach, NY.
IN DASH AM/FM 8-track car stereo
Craig S600 w/4 speakers, $50. Call
.6-7763 ask for Mike.

STEREO SOPHISTICATES: Here are
a great pair of JBL L-26 speakers In
excellent condition and only 6
months olds. Only $200 for the pair.
High Efficiency - will work with
only 10 watts per channel. If
interested, call Ed at 6-7873.

HELP-WANTED
ADDRESSERS WANTED
Immediately! Work at home - no
experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 269, Dallas, TX 75231.

WANNA EARN MORE than two
thousand dollars this summer? No
experience necessaryl You only need
to be hardworking and teachable.
Call for more Info. 246-8721
between 9 AM and 1 PM. Application
deadline May 15.
JOB HUNTING SECRET NO. 4-
The hiring process is like sex. If you
know that someone of the opposite
sex Is attracted to you, you are
probably flattered and have a warm
feeling about that person. A similar
relationship is at work In the job
Interview. From the book JOB
HUNTING SECRETS & TACTICS
by Kirby Stanat who has hired over
8,000 people. Get the competitive
eduge you need in this economy
before you graduate. Available from
Follett Stony Brook Bookstore for
$4.95.

EXPERIENCED COUNSELORS for
Upstate Resort Day Camp. Send
resume to Camp, 12 Columbia Ave..
Smithtown, NY 11787.

HOUSING
PORT JEFFERSON VILLAGE -
custom 6/bedroom 3V2 bath
Colonial, 2 years, finished basement
with game room, private bedroom
and full bath. 20 x 40 heated pool.
Central air conditioning. All
appliances. EXTRAS GALORE!
Asking $89,900. Call owner
473-0915.

FREE ROOM & BOARD for student
(male/female) in exchange for
babysitting and housecleaning Own
transportation summer and/or
Sept. 77-June 78. 7 minutes from
University. 724-7627.

SERVICES
COUNTY MOVING & STORAGE
local and long distance. Crating
packing, free estimates. Call
928-9391.

LEAD SHEETS, song arrangements
for thos songs you can sing but can't
write. Reasonable - 689-9267.

WRITING & RESEARCH assistance,
typing, editing papers, theses,
dissertations. Call 698-3553. John
Ryerson.

EUROPE AT EUROPEAN PRICES
- low cost flights to Europe, Mid
East, Africa, and the Far East. Call
Europe/International Ltd. Toll Free
1-800-223-7676. In NYS call
212-691-2200.
INTERESTED IN LOW COST JET
TRAVEL TO EUROPE AND
ISRAEL? STUDENT TRAVEL
CENTER can help you travel with
maximum flexibility and minimum
cost. For more info call TOLL FREE
800-325-8034.

ELECTROLYSIS RUTH FRANKEL
Certified Fellow ESA recommended
by physicians, modern methods,
consultations Invited walking
distance to campus. 751-8860.

EUROPE '77 - No frills - Student
Teacher Charter Flights. Global
Travel, 521 5th Ave., New York
10017. (212) 379-3532.

FREE TUITION
for 1 or 2 years at any one of 140
Universities, Technical Schools and
Yeshivas In Israel. Fully accredited
programs for Junior Year and
Graduate study. Enrollment -
minimum 2 years In advance, benefits
from 1979-1989. Please contact:

The Gift of Education
Department SB Suite 710

io Rockefeller Plaza
New York NY 10020

212-541-7568

LOST & FOUND
FOUND black puppy ;,,th brown
collar. Can't tell breed - probably
mutt. Big paws, call 246-5336, Dlane.

FOUND can be claimed at main desk,
SBU. 27 pairs of glasses, 1 checkbook
(Smith's at Southold Savings Bank)

week-at-a-glance books 4 spiral
notebooks, 4 sweaters, 2 shirts, 1
dreser scarf, 1 pr. Karate shoes, 1
folder with papers, 1 light green
blanket, 8 prs. of mittens 7 pars of
gloves, 15 loose gloves, 5 loose
mittens 7 scarves, 12 hats, 1 white
sheet (torn) 1 Empirical Chemistry
workbook, 4 G.D's beloning to Paul
Newmann, Duc Bul, Ernest
Wahrburg, Yuk C. Ng. Also 12 rings
of keys, 12 loose keys, 9 earrings,
one blue comb.

FOUND pocket pen-knife has little
scissors, knife blade, screw driver and
file. Has call sign engraved on surface.
round In SBU - call Babette 64814
to identify, telling me your call sign
will do.

LOST green Knapsack on Tues. 4/12.
Very important books and papers
Inside. $5 Reward. If found please
call 928-8646 ask for Tony.

LOST between Roth and Tabler a
gold heart shaped locket. Sentimental
value. If found call Linda at
246-4651 or come to Gershwin
A21b.
FOUND four black and white
Kittens 5 weeks old. Three are
males. if you can give them a home
please call 6-5255.
LOST wa let belonging to Sly Junger
oontains important papers. If found
please return at Mount College
B-33-C. Raward.
LOST a brown coat In Eng. Lec. Hall
143. If found please call Karen at
6-6297. Please return I really need it.

Lost one man's wallet black. Pleas
return, no questions asked. Last seen
Langmuir D-3. Call Art 66353.

FOUND girl's coat, brown and gray
plaid with belt, wool. Call David at
941-4055.

LOST MSM 122 notebook. If found
please return to Alberta Drumm
G-Quad Irving B305. or call 6-5322.
Rewardi
FOUND sweater outside Toscanini
evening of April 1. Several colored
stripes. Call 6-4213, Marty.
LOST Tex. Inst. Calculator SR-50
Sunday nite, April 18. If found
please call 6 -584 4 or 6-5846.
Reward! Marc or Jay.
LOST pair sunglasses in James Pub,
Thur. eve. If found contact Howie
6-3953. Thanks.
LOST gold HS ring with blue stone,
in Grad Chen, Thur. 4/14. Reward.
Please contact Frank at 66218, Gray
A-121.
FOUND large black puppy with
brown collar, April 17, In
Engineering area. Call 6-4642.

LOST one sixty-forty Jacket made
by Sierra designs. It's extra small,
blue with grey or brown inside. Might
be lost near Old Blo. Please call
Andrew at 246-7577. Reward.

LOST - Person who found Newsday
Carrier bag, please return to SBU
main desk. Lost In men's lockers,
SBU, need badly.

NOTICES
Sociology Seniors who are graduating
this May should definitely attend the
Commencement Meeting this Thur.
4/21, at 4 PM SBU 352.
Students hear prominent Alumni
from many occupational fields speak
about their transition from the SB
classroom to the world of
employment, Sat. 4/30, HSC. Call
6-3580.

Need more Info about choosing your
Carcer? Want timely news on job
trends In your field? Attend your
Career Information Conference April
25-28, SBU. Schedule forthcoming In
Statesman.

EROS Stony Brook's birth control
and pregnancy peer counseling
education and referral service Is
located In Infirmary 124, phone
numbers are 4-LOVE, or 4-2472.
Stop by or call f you have any
questions or problems. Dorm lectures
available on request.

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
invites you to attend their meetings
on Thursdays, 7:30 PM, SBU 214 for
worsh ip, prayer and Bible
discussions. All welcome.
Applications still being accepted for
study In Colombia Israel France,
Italy, and Japan (7-78). If you are
Interested, visit the Office of
International Education (Library
3520). Many summer programs are
available.

Anyone Interested in working on the
Student Blood Drive call Denise at
6-4523. We need volunteers to work
on publicity and to help with the
Drive on Thur. 4/21, 16 PM, In the
Gym.

If you are Interested in joining EROS
pleas pick up application In
Infirrnary 124. For info cal 4-LOVE.

Youth and Community Studies
Program (YCS) will be accepting new
students for the Fall 77 semeser.
Preference given to students wishing
to major In the program (40 credits).
Limited faculty to supervise field
studies requires that we limit
admission by lot. Interested students,
Including those who made prevlous
inquiries, call 66040 or write YCS,
Graduate Chemistry to put your
name, phone and address on the list.
Orientation and information meeting
on YCS to be held April 21, SBU
231.
Applications for Residential Assistant
for Irving College are now available In
the G-Quad Office. All applications
are due 5 PM, Wed. 4/20.
World Food Day Exhibits by various
organizations concerned with the
World Hunger Crisis will be hald
Thur. and Fr., April 21 and April 22
Smithhaven Mail, 10-9:30 PM All
welcome to come and learn.

RA applications for Dreiser College
are available - pick up from College
office, Quad Office, or Selection
Committee members. Due midnight
Wed. 4/20. 7636 for info.
RA Selection Kelly C: Appications
picked up in the Kelly Quad Office
for students planning to reside In
Kelly C for the academic year 77-78.
Applications should be returned by
April 25.
6 Credits INT 280-2811 Toscanini
Infant Center now accepting
applications from prospective student
interns for Summer Session. Call
6-7150 daily for Info.
If you are experiencing problems or
have questions regarding the NYC
Urban Corp Summer '77 Program,
come to the Workshop on Wed.,
4/20, 4PM, SBU 231. Bring your
Urban Corp application with you.

Application for Business Manager
WUSB Is now available In SBU 071.
Deadline 4/21. There is no monetary
compensation for this position.

Seniors - Supervised rap session for
Seniors starting Wed. 4/20,
748:30 PM at Counseling Dept. Will
deal with Issues and difficulties such
as jobs, anxiety grad school,
'confusion. To Inquire or participate
call or come to Counseling Dept.,
444-2281, leave name and number
with receptionist.

Sophomores and Juniors interested In
spending the Spring 78 semester in
Medellin, Colombia with SB's foreign
study program should seek advice on
preparatory courses prior to
pre-rogistratlon for the Fall 77
semester. Suggested preparatory
courses and descriptions of the
Colombia Program may be secured
by visiting the following: Pat Long or
Dr. DeBoor (Libr. E-3320); Dr.
George Schuyler (Libr. W-3526).
Completion of Intermediate Spanish
by the end of Fall 77 semester is
hihly recommended for students
expecting to apply for participation
in Spring 78 semester.
All students who have applied for
SUNY-Study Abroad Programs, must
submit the pink copies of the first
two pages of the application to Pat
Long In Library E-3320). If you are
not positive that you submitted thes
to Pat Long you should check with
her at 246-324. STudents who fall
to submit this part of the application
to the Office of International
Education at SB may have future
problems with registration, bills,
program participation, etc.. whether
r not you actually 90 on a program.
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Women's Softball Makes Adjustments, Not Hits
By JANET BRIGANDI

TMe face of this year's women's softball team is
altogether a new one. It begins with its new coach, Judy
Christ and 14 new players.. .and finally ends with
Annie. The adjustment to the first two seems to have
been made, yet the adjustment to the third remains
questionable. Annie is what the Patriots have named
H;,ir new nitehine ma-hine anr it has been partiallv

In their fist three outings the Patriots have not been
succaesful. They lost to Adelphi University, 9-0, and
Hunter College, 74, and Monday they suffeed the
worst of the three defeats, losing to Hofstra 16-3.

"Yesterday's [Monday] was overall the weakest game
we played," said co-captain Janet Travis. "We were
intimidated at bat. We had costly errors and runs were
scored as a resllt."

hitting. "Our hitting is not good," she said. "It i
baically a lack of confidence. They were up there
defensivey."

Freshman Chris Palma described herself as more than
defensive. "I'm very nervous when I bat," said Palma. "I
sIake."

Co-captain Dixie Pelkowski puts more emphsis on
the team's attempt to over analyze itself, which is
resulting in added pressure.

"No one has been coming through consistently," she
said. "Everyone's in a slump. Our timing is off. It's
thinking, it's feeling the pressure. We've been analyzing
everything and we are thinking too much. I know we
have the potential to hit better, but the more we worry
about it the more we are not going to hit."

Blame Annie
Perhaps Annie, the new pitching machine, is to blame.

Heidi Wesbord, one of the team's returning players,
believes that there is a possile connection. "Before the
first game, we relied about 90 percent on the machine
for batting practice," she aid. "With the pitching
machine we know exacuy when the pitch is going to be
released, but when you have a real pitcher you don't.
Personally, I feel we could be better if we practiced
against a real pitcher."

The design of competition is not the usal league
form. "There is no league title or league championhip,"
Crist mid. "We just play the schools around here. What
we have available is the State Tournament, but I have
chosen not to compete. I know the type of competition
they would be up against."

with six remning g es,Christ predicted that the
Patriots would improve. "We have a good chance of

.splitting the last six games if not better," she aid.
Whether the Patriots will win or not could depend on

their ability to improve their hitting. "The team has
shown a lot of promise," Travis said, "except that we

.haven't been able to hit the other teams' pitchers. That's
-realy the problm."

Baseball: Some Hitting and Fielding Isn't Enough

STEVE KELSKE bats in a game earter this season.

By ED-SCHREIER
For the Stony Brook baseball team, it has been

a ya of frustration. "When we get pitching, our
fielding falls apart," Coach Rick Smoliak said.
"And when we field, our pitching isn't there.

Stony Brook got some pitching, fielding and
also a little hitting, but not enough of each to
avoid its 10th defeat in as many outings to Queens
College 6-3 Monday.

The hitting came in the form of a two run
homer by Alan Walker and a triple by Keith
Davidoff and an RBI single by Bill lancielo. The
three runs were all they could muster. A lack
of mn has been a problem all year. "Our hitting
has not been a decisive factor," Smoliak said. "We
get guys on base in the first few innings," anciello
said, "and don't score and the other team comes
back and scores."

"Were not getting the big hit," Smolial said.
"We've been leaving a lot of runners on base,"

said pitcher Jon Adderiey.
Adderley went the distance, but for the third

time this year he came up short. A triple down the
line with the bases loaded in the second scored
three runs for Queens. "I thought it was foul,"
said Adderley, who has been bothered by arm
trouble this year. "I don't think I pitched enough
in the spring."

In the fifth inning Queens scored an unearned
run after shortstop Bob Berger missed a pop fly
and that gave Queens a 4-3 lead. Queens added
two insurance rns in the eighth for the final
score.

Stony Brook's trouble in the field has Smoliak
particularly upset. "There is no excuse for so
many errors on routine ground balls," he said.
'"bere are plays the other teams are making that
we're not, just college ballplayer plays."

"We don't have the depth we had lst year,"
Smolak said. 'Ther e are freshmen who are forced
to play every day and this puts pressure on them.

Its a big thrut into a situation they're not capable
of."

What makes it all wore is of the 10 loes,
."Besides Pace, Tech, and PoAt, all the others
should be our game," Smollak said.

But the season goes on. Today theyplay Hotstra
Univesity, which is 0-13 and one of the two will
finally win a game.

"The players ae getting tired of losing,"
Adderley said.

Joe Castigle joins Don Marchon and Wayne
Goldman on the list of Patriots who are all
sidelined with pulled leg muscles.

P 1 S

Tennis: No. 1
The Stony Brook men's tennis team boosted

its record to 6-1 and took a hold of first place
in the Metropolitan Conference by defeating
Adelphi University, 6-3, yesterday.

Steve Aronowitz, the No. 1 singles player
won two tiebreakers, 7-6,7-6. "You couldn't
ask for more than that," said Coach Les
Thompson.

Aronowitz and Jack Appelman later clinched
the match for the Patriots by taking the
doubles in 7-5 and 6-4. The other two doubles
matches were called on account of darkness.

Appelman, the No. 2 singles player, lost his
match, 6-7,1-6, but Brett Notine (6-2,6-2);
Marm Samu (6-1,7-5) and Steve Lewis (6-2,6.0)
all won for Stony Brook. Lewis is currently
undefeated in matches this season. John
Duzich, No. 4 ingles, lost a tiebreaker,
6-3,14,6-7.

The Patriots' next match is 3 PM tomorrow
at Southampton College.

^________________' ,J
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Dickey Betts: Great Southern Music
140 4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6 ~~~~~~~~~- Ir VJ4.01m,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By JON FRIEDMAN ; from the record. Though the two songs were

Dickey Betts, leading. Great Southern, his being heard for the first time by most of the
present back-up band, recently made his first throng- hazardous attempt, because this crowd

appeaance on the Stony Brook campus since came to hear old familiar favorites - they were
;the early 70s when he appeared with the Allman generally well received.
Brothers Band for whom he played the guitar. As Betts eased into the immediately

Betts has long been hailed as one of rock's most reco zable chords of "In Memory of Elizabeth

talented lead guitarists, and also penned Reed," a tour de force from three different
"Ramblin' Man" and "Blue Sky," the Brothers' Allnan Brothers albums, the mood and tone in
most commercially successful efforts. But when -the concert hall turned uncommonly dramatic,

a member of that sextet, he remained in the as thou with this one glorious instrumental,
background while Duane Allman (the brilliant :Richard Betts was capable of sinle edly
slideuitarist who was killed in a motorcycle eviving the ghosts of great musiians past.

- accident in 1971) and later organist/vocaist Nobody could reasonably expect him to
-Gregg Alman (who is presently rumored to be resuect Duane, but Betts played very tastefully
recording, but not touring, with his occasional with a sense of great urgency - and yes, did

.-. wife, Cher) received the glamorous pree notices. justice to the masterpiece.
- Even when he toured on his own and released a Upon completing the final, stately hords to
solo album, Highway Cal, a few years back, he " t Elizabeth Reed," Betts then jokingly collapsed,
was unable to untangle his separate identity utterly exhaused, and was helped to his feet

* Eom the Almans. happily by fellow guitarist, Dan Toler, who is
So, finally with Great Southern, Betts bask just one of the capable members of Great

in the spotlight, having left the giant shadow of Southern, who are currently backing Betts on

past lories behind him. .this tour. The others are Tom Broome on
SJpotight Suits etts - k .- keyboards' Ken Tibbets playing bass guitar, and

.Anyone fortunate enouh to have attendedthe two drummr Jey Thompson and
-6aturdy's concert in the Gym could attest that Doni Sharbono. Great Southern who were, at
the spotlight most assuredly suits Betts. worst adequate and, at best a not outrageously

His band's two hour set -including a lengthly unreasonable facsimile of the Allman Brothers
intemission after the seventh song - was a Band.
showcase for one of rock's most unpretentious A Requested Number

quality musicians. Opening with an accelerated "Jessica," always a much requested number,

electric version of "Blue Sky," was highly was a joy. The studio track on Brothers and
satisfying to the Standing Room Only hall and, Sisters featured robust work by organist Gregg

for that simple reason, a wise move on Betts' Allman. For the presentation on stage, however,
part. Following that moving opening, Betts led loud guitar by Betts substituted for the mising

his band right into two songs from the new keyboard- and surpassed its success. Upon
album Dickey Betts and Great Southern. "Run completing "Jessica" the band walked off,
Grypsy Run" is a catchy tune, one of the finest signaling an end to the set.

-,The first song to follow the break was "High
Falls," a seeming combination of "Elizabeth
Reed," "Jessica," and "Le Brers in A Minor."
The group played an extended version - it really
was too long, especially that horrendous double
drum solo which was predictably boring.
Generally, the solos were not tawdry, though
this one certainly was, proving the only major
disappointment of the evening.

"Southbound" concluded the second set. It
was played faster than the studio version as
Betts rasped a credible lead vocal, a rather
decent Gregg Allman imitation. Betts - forgive
me for the redundancy of mentioning his name,
but he was essentially the whole show - he slyly
Changed the words slightly (from Allman's
"'Sweet daddy's on the way" to his own 'sweet
lips is on the way") as he grinned, perhaps
elf-conciously. This was the final song of the
second set.

All that remained was the one encore - the
only conceivable encore - "Ramblin Man,"
which was done well with Betts handling the
fade-out guitar solo (which Les Dudek played in
the studio) expertly.

Overall, the concert was a grnd triumph: for
Betts, a spirited perfomance and a warm
welcome for his new band; for SAB, a profitable
and aesthetically pleasing act; for the Stony
Brook students, an enjoyable way to pass a
spring night on campus; for the dreaded townies,
a University-sponsored haven, perfect for
hanging out and getting stoned, and for those
lucky patrons sitting in the first row, a story to
recite all their lives: how they touched, shook
hands and embraced Dickey Betts as he departed
the stage following his magnificent triumph over
the combined presence of his unrelenting past
and potentially dubious future.
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Fiction I . ·

cThe Poetry of Metaphysical Love
Second prize wnnr in the Proscenium

iction Conestt
By TERRY BAKLAS

Se was always smiling at me
and constantly inked whenever I
saw her. Embellished in beautiful
colors, she attracted all the guys'
eyes and occasionally the women.

Today she looked especially
lovely a she winked at me from
the dista'ce and I approached
with my feet barely touching the
floor, gliding in a half-dream state.
She was beautiful and I loved to
put my hands on her and
manipulate her to my desires. She
seemed to enjoy it when we
touched, sparks of electricity
between us.

She was probably born
beautifula and dorned ever since
with all the colors of the rainbow.
Her hair shined with lights, her
eyes glowed with the iridescence'
of life and her smile was more
radiant than anything in- this
world. I drew closer to her smile
as it continued to stun my senses
and drain me of all my energy, to
make me limp with desire.

I wondered sometimes if she
ever cared when I came at moody
times and she would tilt her head
to tell me how she felt. Oh, how I
knew that sign. But other days she
was melodious, filled with clamor
and gaiety, and our moments were
filled with bliss and ecstacy.

We always met at the same
place but not always at the same
time, but she didn't seem to mind
if somedays I came earlier or later.
She worked there all day and it
didn't bother her about my erratic
visits. It sometimes bothered me
however, when I came by and she
was involved at work with some
other guy. I really couldn't
complain, she wasnt committed
to me, and yet, inside me it felt as
though she had to be mine at all
times. I had grown accustomed to
her, growing more and more in
need of her, addicted like one is to
drugs of caffein or cigarettes. She
made me forget my troubles and
when I was with her, it felt as if I
were on top of the world. She
allowed me to relieve my
frustrations, and I would leave her
sweating and my heart pounding.
When I wasn't with her my heart
fluttered with the thought of her.

Cinema

And now as I approached my
heart fluttered faster than a
hummingbird's wings, expecting at
any moment myheartflying away.

I stood before her now and
carressed her sides, while she
smiled at me and we enjoyed the
moment together. Then I reached
into my pants and the decision
was not today. I smiled and she
smiled and winked and I told her
I'd be back tomorrow.

In my room the shadows of the.
walls surrounded my desk and
danced along with the flickering
desk lamp, heinous creatures in
candle light. My light went out
and the thought of my love came
to me and how I couldn't make it
through the school year without
her. I stumbled in the dark to light
up the room with the overhead
light, which killed all the shadows
in the room except the ones my
books made in the comer of my
desk. Shadows of my life, sealing
me within like an animal in a cage.
Yet they stood there with brightly
painted covers contrasting with
the dark shadows of my life and I
wondered when it would be all
over. How long did I have to
stuffe?

I walked across the room and
fell on my bed, turned on the
stereo and thought about her and
again my bowels had that empty
feeling, and the longing was
twisting my insides. She was there
with me as slowly the shadows of
sleep cast me into half a death,
with dreams of longing and
escape.

The day was like any other and
the sun was shining bright. I was
soon outdoors and on my. way to
class when I decided to stop by
and see her. Suddenly the sun was
lost behind the overcast sky and I
walked briskly as the weather
grew colder. The building was also
cold but my love would be there
to warm the air.

Then my heart sank and all I
could do was stand there. She was
gone but maybe she was only
moved to work in another section.
I asked around and when I found
out she was taken away last night
mortally wounded in critical
condition, I just wanted to die. A
lump grew in my throat, the tears
welled in my eyes at the thought
of her being beaten up by a mad
customer and the green veins of
revenge began to sprout but I was

too distraught to even think of
such things. I was lost. She was
lost! What could I do? I sat down
on the floor leaning against the
cold wall and pulled up my legs
toward me and sobbed, the tears
wetting my pants and my
frustrations.

Time did not exist for me
anymore and before I knew it, it
was dosing time. Back in my
room my roommate could not
understand my grief and he
wouldn't know about it. I
wouldn't tell him about it. It
wasn't his business or his problem,
or maybe it was his problem.
Nevertheless I remained silent in
my misery.

Next day I went to inquire
about her and my sullen heart was
relieved at the sight of a new
worker. She was a real beauty and
I couldn't help but feel guilty
about forgetting my love. I
approached her replacement
shyly. She looked like my love,
the same bright eyes and sexy
wink. I stood there silent before
her and she smiled. Into my
pocket my hand went and it
rubbed the side of my crotch.

Pulling my hand out, smiling
now in return, I placed my hand
on the left side of my newest love.
She stood motionless still smiling.
I slipped my other hand between
her legs and brought her to life.
She came alive and screamed with
joy in her eyes and she spoke to
me for the first time in a slightly
soprano tone. My hand now
moved to her right side and with
both hands holding her we began
to move together, dancing in love.

Bing, Bing, Bang... louder and
louder, faster and faster. Ding,
ding, Dong, ping, ping, Bong! and
silence, the sweat rolling down my
forehead. Now for the second ball
and oh! what fun we had together.
Ting, ting, twang, bang, Pong!
Faster and louder, Bing, Bing,
Pong, Bang, DING! DONG, RING,
BANG!!!

Looking down I could see the
whole campus before me and the
buildings were the dull rubbers
and unlit cones and the balls
bounced as the students did from
building to building, ringing up
their scores, higher and higher
until she tilted and silence fell
over the campus.

La Cousine C'est Magnifique
By DAN BEAUDOIN

C o u s i n m e e t s
cousin-by-marriage and a mutual
attraction is born. Attraction
evolves into fatuation as the two
spend more and more time
together. Their relationship is so
bac - they are happy together -
that keeping it platonic becomes
difficult. Finally - what the hell,
why not? - They consummate
their friendship. But what about
her husband and his wife?

Well, what about them? They
don't worry about them, and

neither does the viewer. Cousin,
Cousine was not meant to be
over-analyzed, but simply
enjoyed. There is so much to love
in this movie, mostly the love
itself which the two people share,
which spreads to the other
characters and permeates the
movie. One laughs, revels at the
movie's insight, and recognizes
one's self and others, the children
(who are so wise amid all the
grown-up frivolity) and the old
people who, despite their
foolishness, have the clarity of

vision which makes them
understand. One wonders bow the
lovers can be so open and candid
about their affair, even with their
children and parents, let alone
their spouses. But since it doesn't
bother them, it certainly doesn't
bother the audience. Why be
bothered by such wholesome,
happy infidelity? Surrender to its
.charm.

A Giant Step Foward
The performances are

enchanting, especially that of
.Marie-Christine Barrault as La

cousine, who is at once winsome,
loving, appealing, and totally
understated in her acting. It's a
giant step forward for the Motion
Picture Academy in that they are
recognizing unknown foreign
actreses like her with Oscar
nominations, but it's a shame that
she didn't win.

See Cousin, Cousine and enjoy.
It's the most wonderful, joyful,
happy, loving, movie of the year. I
didn't stop smiling from the
beginning of the movie until long
after it ended.
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Authors

Learning the World of Our Fathers
By BOB GEARTY

He is not a large or tall man. He
has thinning white hair. He wears

-abses. When he talks he rocks
forward on his feet and moves his
left hand through the air for
emphasis. This is Irving Howe.

Behind this simple appeaance
is a brilliant mind, for Howe has
to his credit numerous
achievenmnts of which a few
people have called "some of the
most worthwhile social criticism
publibed in America today." But
perhaps Howe is best remembered
for his recent work on the
immigration of the East European
Jews to America entitled World of
Our Fathers. Besides being a major
statement about American Jews
and a New York Times bestseller
last year for 32 weeks, the book
earned Howe, last Wednesday, the
National Book Award for History.

Irving Howe appared on the
Stony Brook campus Monday.
night before a nearly packed
Lecture 100. He was the main
speaker for the week long Jewish
Arts Festival's second day of
activities. At a reception
afterwards, Howe discussed briefly
his recent book. The book, World
of Our Fathers is a cumbersome,
though monumental acheivement.
In all, said Howe, it took seven
years to research and write about
the East European Jews migration
from the old villages, that began in
1881 after the assassination of
Russian czar, Alexander II, to
their life on New York's East Side.
From there, Howe traced their
assimilation into mainstream
America.

In the interim, Howe
effectively captured every aspect
of the Jewish immigrant's life.

This includes the life in the
garment trade and unions, the life
in the arts, and the small
descriptions of personal triumphs
and disasters.

Deciding to write about the
nimigrant Jews, exained Howe,

was based on different interests.
The book "brought toether these
different interests I had." Ho,.e
further explained that these
interests included "the Jewish
culture. Yiddish literature and the
life of Jews." Howe also had a
personal interest. He mentioned
that his father was an immigrant

Research often poses an
insurmountable problem, but in
Howe's case this was not true.
According to the literary critic, he
relied on the New York City
Library and the Yivo, the Jewish
scholarly institute, which contains
old Yiddish newspapers, for
the voluminous information which
makes up this unparalleled book.
As for the writing and further
research of the book, Howe did
this work in his home.

At the lecture, Howe did not
talk about World of Our Fathers
but instead spoke on the topic -
Strangers: Jewish Writers and
American Literature. He critiqued,
sometimes amusingly, on how the
Jewish immigrants failed to grasp
established American writers and
poets like R.W. Emerson. Howe
-contended that Jews were
attached to their own experience,
the . East Side immigrant
experience, rather than American
romanticism and individualism.
Most Americans, said Howe, failed
to write about their experience,
but Southern writers did, and it
was these writers Jews became
much closer to.

The result, Howe emphasized,
was that American Jewish writers
had a be style since they did not
have to look back to tradition or
be tied to imitation. This free
style became the American Jewish
style that is best emulated by
Nobel Prize winner, Saul Bellow.
Today, the Jewish writers have
become part of America. This is
proved, mused Howe, by
everyone's usage of the Jewish
term schlep.

Intellectual Thought
Currently, the 57-vear-old

Distinguished Professor of English
at the Graduate Center of the City
University of New York. He is also
editor of the socialist -leaning
periodical Dissent. His 22 books
range in subject from Th
American Communit Pat: A
Critical itory to William
Faulkner: A Critical Study.

The work of Howe is clearly
endless and an integral part of
current intellectual thought.
Asked how he manages to perform
all these duties, Howe smiled and
said: "Rv workine hard " That is

Irving Howe is a recent winner of the National Book Award for History for his best
seller World of Our Fathers.

Theatre

The Bible According to the Bat Kol
By ILENE J. LEVINSON

As the Bible relates, "The Lord God cast the
man (Adam) into a deep sleep and, while he
slept, took one of his ribs and closed up its
place with flesh. And the rib which the Lord
God took from the man, he made into a
woman, and brought her to him. Then the man
said, 'She now is bone of my bone, and flesh of
my flesh; she shall be called Woman, for from
man she has been taken." This woman is, of
course, Eve.

Last Sunday, in front of a decently-sized
audience in the Union Auditorium, a group of
three Jewish women who call themselves the
Bat Kol Players (meaning "all women"),
introduced a woman who came before Eve and
her name was Lilith. Using their combined
efforts and talents, the group related the stories
of Lilith and other women in Jewish history as
seen, not through the eyes of men as is usually
the case, but through tie eyes of the women
themselves.

Lynn Gottlieb, Ricki Rosen and Dafna
Soltes make up the Bat Kol players, together
they form a very striking ensemble. Gottlieb,
the founder, director and writer for the group
-explained that they are "trying to show the
traditions of Jewish women through the
women themselves. We want to use these
womens' lives to teach us about ourselves." She

added that not only are women mentioned in
the Bible, as many people have come to
believe, but that 'There are hundreds of stories
about them in the Talnud and other teachings
as well." Gottlieb certainly should know since
she is currently a student Rabbi at two
congregations for the deaf in New York.
Rosen, a sophomore at Princeton University,
might not be an authority on the subject of
Jewish history but she did point out that as she
learns more about her heritage she comes
across women whose lives have virtually hen
hidden.

The Bat Kol Players have taken these lives,
dramatized them, and brought them onto a
stage in front of an audience so they, too, can
learn about their "foremothers." No elaborate
sets, props, costumes, or lighting were used,
nor were they needed. The stories of women
from Lilith to Hannah were powerfully
conveyed through the use of the group's strong
voices, bodies, and spirits.

Theories as to why parts of stories or even,
as in the case of Lilith, whole stories have been
"lost" or "forgotten" were discussed. Basically,
Gottlieb felt that many times the woman
simply did not fit the image of what a woman
should be. Lilith, for example, did not want to
cook Adam's meals and demanded dominance.
After all, why should he be better than her?

When the story of Abraham and Isaac is told,
Sarah (Isaac's mother) is hardly ever
mentioned. Why? Because she died. But she
didn't "just die." There is a story behind this
woman. Sarah was barren for over 50 years
before her womb became "filled with laughter
and happiness." It was such a joyous occasion
that her son was named Yitzhak, for laughter.
As the story goes, Abraham wanted to sacrifice
Isaac to God in order to show his great love to
Him. But God stopped Abraham. It is said that
Sarah died for one of two reasons- either she
saw Abraham ready to kill Isaac and she died
of a heart attack or she saw Abraham ready to
kill Isaac and then saw God stop him and
because the quick change from total depression
to total joy was so great, she died of a heart
attack. As Gottlieb interpreted it, however,
using both sign language and her voice, Sarah
died because she wanted to sacrifice her own
life in order to save her son. Sarah was a strong
woman. And Rabbis have said that on Yom
Kippur when the shofar is blown it is the cries
of Sarah's laughter and tears that we hear.

So Lilith, Sarah, Deborah, Queen Esther,
and Hannah had strength. The Bat Kol Players
have strength also. They have presented in an
informative and innovative manner the stories
of women, of Jewish women, of human beings
who are a vital part of history.
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Re ords

Go Through the Doors to Nite City
By JONATHAN BILLING provisation heard on his past solo LPs, are in

Nt Cit 20th Cenury Records (T628) tight-knit with Paul Warren's sizzling guitar
Three weeks ago, Nite City played two riffs.

nights at the Bottom Line. The big draw for All the tunes on Nite City are written, in
the group was its bandleader, Ray Manzark.part, by Manzarek and Noah James. Other
His claim to fame is being the ex-keyboard eco-writers include Nite City's manager, Danny
player of a group that took firm hold on the Sugema and guitarist Paul Warren. "Summer
musical and ideological consciousness of 60s Eyes," the album's opener (soon to be a
youth - the Doors. Manzarek strolled onstage. sinle), is an attractively styled melodic rocker
He was relaxed and enthusiastic, announcing about sexual energy, expressed poetically.
that "If there was anywhere Nite City would Like much of the Doors' lyrics, James and
be 'night city' it would be New York." What Manzarek are frequently symbolic, speaking to
followed was 45 minutes of hard-driving rock issues much larger than mere descriptions of
and roll. the composer's experience. The title cut, "Nite

In a recent interview, Manarek, in his City," a tune with remarkable power both
articulate and amiable way expressed the hope .lyrically and musically, describes a scene
that critics would get out of the rut of Manzarek has soundtracked many times before
comparing all his post-Morrison efforts with his - the story of a boy's battle witi social
Doors work. Admittedly, if you listen to Nite expectation, the final revelation being that the
City expecting the Doors, your appreciation of only way to freedom is by denying restraint
the band will be somewhat lacking. jand surrendering to one's real feelings, to

Noah James, lead vocalist, is strong on '-Take out your eyes."
record. His voice takes full rein on the band's Not all the songs are so lyrically heavy, or so
explosive energy and the more subtle passages musically appealing - two good examples
are treated with a gentleness seldom exhibited being "Game of Skill" and "Love Will Make
by hard-rock frontmen. Unfortunately, on You Mellow." The one instrumental, "Into the
stage, James lacks "presence." He frequently Pyramid" is disappointing as it sounds very
appeared uncomfortable and at a loss for -unoriginal, as if it's been heard before, many
something to do when he wasn't singing. He times. Despite this, the album has many saving
once explained that "the boys get so excited graces. "Angel With No Freedom," both in
(from the energy)" that he is not able to -concert and on record, is a striking description
demonstrate the vocal technique - the *of a friend's struggle with heroin. The
"nuances" - that he does on record. Quite instrumentation is free and somewhat
true, James. unstructured allowing Noah James a lot of

The album, though, has many strong points. room to attack the melody forcefully. "Bitter
The electricity demands listening and Sky Blue" successfully turn a hackneyed topic
Manzarek's keyboards, though lacking the (lost love) into a wrenching, emotional display.

Records

Hopefully, the Nite City LP will enjoy a
success greater than from the Doors-freaks who
are happy just to add another relic to their
memorabilia Though not totally consistent in
quality, Nite City contains a few compositions
that certainly make the album noteworthy.

Nils: He Is Back to Make Us Grin
;X;'-.: By MITCHELL ALKON - -: Going South" features lyrics that are easy structure. This is the first album which includes
You can tell a great deal about an album to relate to: a lyrics sheet, and it is an asset because the

from its cover. The glossy cover of Nils My heart began to grow, I went after girls -words are the strongest part of the album. The
Lofgrin's latest album, I Came to Dance is a We started kissin' each other on the mouth songs are all tight, well developed, and lyrically
close up of Lofgrin with his Fender guitar The harder stuff didn't carry me away impresve. But something is lacking.
reflected in his glasses, and on the back cover a I headed South, don't mean Mexico . In concert, Logrin's guitar work is always
mysterious glved hand plays Lofg in's guitar 1 tried women all upside down and straight amazing. Yet, on :this record, the guitar is
as he watchm,_his hand reahing out to it. Still get confused on just how to relate mixed back and the leads are used more to
Music is, and. has always been,Lofgn's life. I'm headed South to pay close attention. complete the total sound than to draw the
Although he is young, he has been a member of .While the Eagles try to portray the outlaw listenerb attention. It seems that the substance
Neil Young's Crazy Horse, and the leader of image in many of their songs, Lofgrin's of his concert performances has not been
Grin. Lofgrin- has written the words and music -Jealous Gun" expresses this theme better than reproduced in the studio. Many of the songs
to eight of his latest albl.uns, nine songs and, any song I have ever heard. The comparison deal with becoming a rock and roll star.
not surprisingly, the record is an extension of between him and a hunted creature on the run Lofgrin, Possibly seeking commercial
his life. is both subtle and powerful. He also does a fine recognition, has produced an album with

Lofgrin wastes no time getting down to job on the Rolling Stones' "Happy," perverting relatively short songs (3-4 minutes long) and
business. The first song is the title cut in which the lyrics in his own special way. as a result the record seems forced.
Nils sings: On this, Lofgrin's third solo album, he has I had hoped that this was going to be The

Well my manager kept telling me if I wanna continued to mature and improve. While his Nils Lofgrin album. It is not, but it is a step
_'drrrt ·~~~~first album first introduced us to nils, forward, most notably lyrically. If Lofgrin

I'd better wise up and sing my song straight containing such great songs as "Back it Up" loosens up and plays and sings on record like
I said listen here fool, inorder to survive and "Keith Don't Go," his second album, Cry he does in concert, we will truly have a Nils
I gotta be my dirty self, I won't play no jioe. Tough found him collaborating with Al Kooper Lofgrin record. In the meantime, we have I
Lofgrin is an unpretentious rock and roller. and learning more about production and songCame to Dance.~~~~~~~~~~~~.Cae oNDace

His music is upbeat and the production is
crystal clear, with horns and strings used
tastefully. The drums initiate a change in
rhythm for a few measures and then return to
the original best, which is very effective.

"Rock Me at Home" is a funny song, with
Lofgrin' wife complaining because he comes
home all rocked out. Once again, the life of a
musician on the tad is the theme. "Home is
Where the Hurt Is" and "Code of the Road"
continue to expand upon the idea of leaving
home to make your fortune and fame, while
"Happy Endine Kids" is the story of a kid and
his Fender tatocaser who has a soul and
knows he can make it big. Lofrin sings about
. _ ._ S_ -· · i A __:2 A... . - -..-. a J _-_
how he found the nm nanging arouna ms store, Islnd which was followed by a 14-week sell-out at Cape Cod's Boston House. Their first album 'Welcome
put the axe in his hands, and said "try to make to Our World" received incredible public reviews and was instantly labeled a smashing success. They all

dance." originate out of Norfolk State College wher3 they received professional music training. All tickets are $3-
,L m dance."I
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Entertainment .*' % - .

Bikel: A Man for All Persuasions
.By ROBERTA G. KOSSOFF
Theodore Bikel is a mensch. He

is many other things as well, a
folksinger, an actor, co-chairman
of the American Jewish
Congres and delegate to the 1968
Democratic Convention just to
name a few. But mostly Bikel is a
mensch. Why he should have these
honors bestowed upon him is
almost a rhetorical question. For
to see him in action on stage is to
witness the personification of
charisma: wit, charm, intelligence,
and humor are all apparent. There
is an immediate rapport with the
audience which, despite its formal
appearnce of three-piece suits
and ultra-suede jumpsuits, shared
Bikel's delight in his earthy
Yiddish humor. He becomes both
instanneous mentor and
companion.

But despite all the Yiddish and
Jewish interjections, the
long-winded history lectures
between each song Theodore Bikel
was billed as a folksinger and like
everything else Bikel does it is
energetic and very real. Although
he can sing in 21 languages, his
performance Sunday night
consisted mostly of Yiddish,
Hebrew and English renditions.
The basic thread that ran through

each one of his numbers
resonated with very strong
Jewish and Yiddish sentiments.
But there were many other topics
covered in the course of the
evening including: a dedication to
folksinger Phil Ochs, the trials and
the tribulations of becoming a
shepherd "who will go near you
when you work with sheep all
day?" He talked of dragging his
guitar through the trenches,
gunneries, and makeshift hospitals
during the Yom Kippur war. A
musical interlude followed with
two Jacques Brel pieces,
"Marieke" and "If We Only Had
Love," another Brel piece
"Amsterdam" also followed a
little later on in the program.

Theodore Bikel is a wizard. He
has the magical ability that can
transform a group of stuffy
affluent suburbanites into an
aggregate of Jewish warmth and
semtiment. He tells us that he
cannot sing aslye in Fiddler on
the Roof and play the guitar
simultaneously because he needs
to gesture. He adds that in the old
days if someone lost their hands in
an industrial accidents, they could
sue for loss of speech. We know
what he means, for without that
incurably Jewish characteristic of

esuring above to Heaven there
surely is no Heaven.

It is a great coincidence that
such a prolific story teller could
be a prolific folk singer as well,
but unfortunately Bikel never
gives himself the opportunity to
prove this. Outside of the three
Brel pieces, 'Those Were the
Days" in the original Russian and

"Jerusha laaim Shel Zahlam"there is
not much memorable musical
material. But perhaps this is
unimportant. It is clear that
Theodore Bikel's medium is

communication as a whole and
whether he utilizes one
component or the next is
relatively unimportant. He speaks
for the life and existence of Israel
and for the Jew but more
importantly he communicates a
certain universal energy that
addresses itself to the business of
life itself. It is a truly magnetic
quality and after listening to this
master story teller/folksinger for
nearly two hours it is not
tremendously difficult to discern
why this istrue.

Cinema

Lemmon Squeezes Through in '77
By ALAN E. OIRICH

Airport'77' is a movie which
begin with three strikes against it
as the typical diastermovieAs the
all-star cast boards the
super4uxury vehicle for the
maiden voyage, personalities begin
to emerge. Jack Lemmon is superb
in a role in which he is not usually
typecast, that of a hero. He plays
the competent captain of a
newly-designed jumbo-jet carrying
antiques, collectors items, art
treasures, friends and relatives to
the estate of the extremely rich
Philip Stevens, played as well as
can be expected by James
Stewart; the part not matching the
stature of the actor.

Despite the fact that all-star
disaster movies are siw'keningly

common, Airport'77 manages to
maintain altitude. Jack Lemmon's
live-in girlfriend is also on flight
23. He plans on marrying her soon
after "all this is over." Soon,
personalities begin to emerge. Lee
Grant surfaces as an attractive,
adulterous, insulting bitch of a
wife. Christopher Lee is her
hardworking adulterated husband
who emerges as a nice guy,
undeserving of such an obnoxious
spouse. Among the ill-fated
passengers is Olivia DeHavilland,
playing Mrs. Emily Livingston,
who, by an amazing coincidence,
meets an old flame aboard the
plane; Joseph Cotten whom she
had known 40 years earlier. Mr.
Stevens rebelliousi daughter Lisa is
ale.) aIt),b-ord itn h her little so:n

Benjy.
Before the plane takes off,

some ominous looking people
including Monte Markham, make
their way aboard the plane with
some equally ominous looking
black boxes. Their plan is to take
-control of the plane by knocking
out all the passengs with gas;
then dropping below radar in the
Bermuda Triangle, changing
course, and zipping off in a whole
new direction with a plane full of
priceless art treasures and
unconscious people. As to be
expected, something goes wrong
and the gigantic flying machine
plunges intL the deep. This scene
is done incredibly well and one
would swear on a stack of
airsickness bagt that ti s were

actually seeing a multi-million
dollar aircraft sinking into the sea.
Along with the other special effect
scenes in the film, this scene lends
a realism to the movie immersing
the audience in the disaster as
much as the cast. So, the
psengers are sunk in a plane
hundreds of miles off course while
the Coast Guard, Navy, Marines,
Sea Scouts, fishermen and Flipper
the dolphin are all looking for
them where they're supposed to
be, which is where they are not.

It is calculated by on-board
engineer Darren McGavin that the
thin aluminum skin of the plane
cannot hold long against the
fantastic water pressure.
Meanwhile, the water is seeping
into the plane from all sides and
no one knows where they are.
This is the rux of suspense.

Airport '77 deserves credit for
the actors' performances,
especially that of Jok Lemmon
who handles the plane, frightened
passengers, traitors as well as skin
diving with dynamic skill and
deftness. His character type, closer
to the "anti-hero" than the
characters of pilots in similar
films, gives realism to the part
unequalled in most disaster films
on the part of any character.
Don't let the fact that it is
"another disaster film" rob you of
the pleasure of seeing a good fast
flying motion picture in which the
two hours jet by as if they had
wings. The plane fully submerged,
not the movie.
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ns and a 1976 Rocky Award in
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.CONCERT HALL
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C(x)ky's Steak l'ub offers loads of sumptuous
starters like these anti o<thtrs at no extra charer _
with anyv f 2(3 entrtis.

Faionites like 1 lb. Maine Ilmstcer. Special Sirhin
Steak. Succulent Cornish Hen and King Crab lg-s.

As if that wtern't enough. Co(ok 's Steak P'uis all
feature the (k)uble cocktail. Every drink's a (kuble
for just $1.<65 (prenmium brands excluded.)
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From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembosrg for only $410.

That's $89 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any
ther scheduled airline. (Frm Chicago you pay $458 and

save $103.) All you have to do is be under the age of 24.
There are no booking restictions And no skimping on

meals or service. Because we give you the same service
you'd get frno other airlines, withdut the same hig costs.
So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe. youre
spending more than you have to.

Well give you the best deal.

Sae$89onje faes
o Europe and book
anywimeyouanL

kcda c'Aires Dept #CN
630 Fifth Ave, N.Y., N.Y. 10020

1 See yourtravd aent Or call toll free: (800) 5551212.
Please tsi mfr on al kelamcs lOW-COd fiaes to rope.

I Name

Add.

City State Zip
I Fae ambct t c»l« id JoV't. _wa1.

Icelandic
Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.
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Fine A rt

Arts a Language Ill-defined
By NANCY MOYER

An art exhibition featuring the
works of two women artists is
-currently runnig at the Union
gallery. Rushing over with my pen
and pad in hand to make the
opening of the show, I walked
into the gallery and was very
srprised. "Is this it?" Covering
the left wall were several large

diamond shaped canvasses with
stenciled silver glitter letters'and
patches of red, blue, and white
paint. Such phrases as "Art is a
language," "shape," "Line," and
"Form" were staring out at me.
This constituted Ilise Greensteins
half of the exhibit entitled
"Kites." Most surprising about her
work is the obviousness of it -

I.eIeiInSenauarzy Blunk

what seemed to be a lack of art
itself. The use of words as art
disturbed me. When talking with
Greenstein she explained that she
"had sat down and examined art. I
tried to define the indefinable.
And I realized that art is a
language made up of ihape, line,
color, and form." As a language
art should speak for itself. It
seemed- to be somewhat of an
antithesis to art as a language, to
use the words "art is a language,"
as art itself.

On the other three walls were
paintmngs of women by June
Bhlm Mll women, artists, women

.... , and housewives. Painted
four-by-four canvases in

acrylics, Blum's paintings are of a
very simplistic nature. Bordering
on a pop art, the use of shape and
ine are important elements in her
work, providing for very rigid and
amateurish figures, as if she still
had many more areas of color and
form to explore. Her work is stiff,
and unflowing, with little
movement.

Both Greenstein and Blum are
reputable in their own rights
having had various exhibits around
the country. They are both

involved in the women's art
movement. Greenstein having
been the designer and impetus
behind the start of the "Sister
Chapel," a hall of fame for
women. The exhibit in the gallery
provided a showcase containing a
dozen newspaper clippings and
prints of the chapel design and the
art panels that are to line its walls.
Greenstein feels that this is a very
important step towards women's
equality in life and the art world.
It gives the great women in history
a place of recognition as well as
those of the present and future.
The showcase on the Sister Chapel
and Blum's paintings of women
lead one to believe that the
exhibit, and possibly even the
women's art itself, were more a
vehicle for the women's
movement than personal
expressions 6f art. Blum seemed
more concerned with painting
Betty Freidan and Sylvia Sleigh to
pay homage to these great women
than to create art. This is fine but
may account for why her work
seemed as immature as it did. It
was not her concern to create, as
much as it was to express women
(through April 29).

Dance - i

Dance: To Unite the Mind and Body
By SUSAN GUNDUZ for males or females. What I do at

.:-'The scientific solution of the this school is try to create the
distance of a particle is the interest of the science of the body
itegral part of ,the velocity. ,that takes in the mind. That whole
function across the floor as the facility of live substaining in
dancer sweeps into the air and somebody is where resistance, the
lands steadfast in zero position. feeling of the air and space around

It is not impossible to you, comes in."
experience the idea of calculus A sweeping craze throughout
through the body in dance. John the country, dance has created
Aristides, .director . of .the schools to start opening all over
Workshop of Performing !Arts Long Island severing those who
located on Main Street, in are eager to learn. At WPA,
Huntington, feels dance to be a Aristides feels people on Long
scientific experience as well as an Island do not know very much
artistic one. '"he element of about dance. 'They only can rely
dance," he explains, "is the on what they can travel to or
initiative and drive to indulge (in television." He feels that mostly
dance)." everyone can benefit from dance

Professional Performer but they will never know unless

John Aristides who was raised they experience it first hand."
in New York City has been Only dance classes are presently
dancing for a long time, being offered, but the goal of the

professionally on Broadway and as school is to accomplish all of the
a featured performer. Among performing arts. "Dance is only
television shows he has appeared another arm of the theater,"
on .the Ed Sullivan Show, Aristidessaid.
Hallmark Hall of Fame and The Summer Session
Carol Burnett Show. H..e has The Workshop of Performing
accomplished much, including the -Arts which has been in operation
foundation of a private for a year has an enrollment of
professional school on ILong 200 students including some who

.Iland. The dream of becoming a have already performed
dancer does not have to mean professionally. The school offers a
commuting into Manhattan for special summer session
professional training. The predominantly for students.
Workshop of Performing Arts is a Personal awareness through
school with many well known and movement and a sense of self
talented individuals which provide confidence is only the basics of
the trining necesary to be a good what dance has to offer. To those
dancer. who feel the urge to get up and

Teaching 90 percent of the swirl around or kick their legs up
students who attend the WPA, spontaneously just for the sheer
Aritides stresses, 'To be a excitement of it, can find the art
performer, it is not a sissy game an intriguing experience far from

'what they expect. Aristides points
out that dance "is a constant
challenge. When they understand
their limitations, their minds take
over and compensate for their
limitations. There are many levels

and intricacies within the mind
and various body types one has to
deal with. When one learns to
dance, any combination of the
two form to create a total,
complete entity.

Peter Lobdell, Director of Mime for both the National Touring Company
and Broadway productions of "Equus," will be appearing in the Union
Auditorium on Sunday, April 24. Lobdell excels in satirical mime, and in
unconventional routines depicting such scenes as a suicide and a surgeon
losing a patient. Using music, props, and costumes, Lobdell will perform his
one-man review in two SAB sponsored shows at 7:30 and O1 PM. Admission
will be $1.
_^ i .. - ,;; ' )
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(Calendar of Events
Wed, Apr. 20
SEMINAR: The -Biology Department is
sponsoring a seminar headed by Dr. Lee
Drickamer of Williams College in Massachusetts
on Habitat Distribution of New England Forest
Rodents at 10 AM in Graduate Biology 058.

-Ann E. Fullerton of Glen Cove High School
will speak on Field Trips on Western Long
Island, sponsored by the Biology Teacher
Preparation Program at 4 PM in Graduate
Biology 030.

JEWISH ARTS FESTIVAL: There will be a
Kosher Cooking Workshop for gefilte fish at 11
AM ($.50 contribution) in Roth Dining Hall, an
Oral History of Jews on Long Island at 4 PM in
Union 237, and a film of Hester Street at 8 PM
in Lecture Center 100 ($1 for community and
$.50 for students).

MEETING: There will be a meeting of the
WUSB news staff at 7 PM in Union 214.

PLAY: Portrait of Edward Albee, featuring
scenes from "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf,"
"A Zoo Story" and "A Delicate Balance" will be
presented at 7:30 PM in the Calderone Theatre
in South Campus, Building B. Admission is free.

LECTURE: Esther Golobin will speak on Grass
Roots Democracy in the People's Republic of
China at 7:30 PM in Union 231, sponsored by
the U.S.-China People's Friendship Association
and Polity.

MEE'i' iG: Alcoholics Anonymous is
sponsoring an open meeting and discussion on
alcoholism at 8 PM in the Union.

LECTURE: The Transcendental Meditation
Program will have a free introductory lecture at
8 PM in Union 223.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: There
will be a free three-week intensive course in
meditation at 8 PM in Union 239.

MOVIE: Whitman College presents A Star is
Born as part of the Whitman Film Festival at
9:30 PM in Whitman College Lounge. Admission
is $.25 and refreshments will be served.

CONCERT: The Stony Brook Percussion
Ensemble will present music by Kresky,
Saperstein, Davidowsky and Wuorinen at 8:30
PM in Lecture Center 105.

Thu, Apr. 21
SEMINAR: Usha K. Srinivas will head a research
seminar on A Possible Photomorphogenic
Control of Chloroplast DNA Replication in
Euglena at 12 noon in Graduate Biology 006.

BLOOD DRIVE: There will be a student blood
drive from 1-6 PM in the Gym. For information
contact Denise at 246-4523.

JEWISH FESTIVAL: There will be a Kosher
Cooking Workshop on Israeli Cuisine at 11 AM
in Roth Dining Hall ($.50), Israeli Dance
Workshops at 1 PM in James College Lounge,
the Jewish Dance Ensemble at 7 PM in the
Jnion Auditorium, and Open Dancing at 9 PM
in the Union Ballroom.

POETRY READING: Pablo Antonio Caudra, a
Nicaraguan poet will read poetry in Spanish at 6
PM in Library W-3502.

MEDITATION: There will be an on-going free
meditation course at 7:30 PM in Union 239.

LECTURE: There will be a free preparatory
lecture at 8 PM on Transcendental Meditation in
Union 226.

MEETING: There will be an organizational
meeting for Specula '78 at 8:30 PM in Union
060. For information contact Arlene DiMio at
6-7581.

CONCERT: Jeff Szabc will perform his Master
of Music Recital on cello at 8:30 PM in Lecture
Center 105.

COFFEE SOCIAL: The Gay Student Union is
sponsoring a coffee social at 8:30 PM in Union
045b.

EXHIBITS: World Food Day exhibits by various
organizations concerned with the world hunger
crisis will be held today and Friday, April 22
from 10 AM -9:30 PM in the Smithaven Mall.

Fri, Apr.22
'FOOD DAY: Today has been designated World
Food Day. Discussions will be held on the
complexities of the world food dilemma; local
problems of hunger will be focused on and
alternative life styles will be explored. There will
be seminars from 10 AM - 5 PM in Old Physics
149A. There will also be an information booth
open all day for any questions.

,COLLOQUIUM: Professor Albert Hofstadter of
the New School for Social Research will speak
on How Can I Become Authentic? at 4 PM in
,Old Physics 249.

-Dr. Avi Efraty of Rutgers University will
speak on A Subject of Organometallic Chemistry
at 4:30 PM in Graduate Chemistry 408.

JEWISH ARTS FESTIVAL: There will be a
Kosher Cooking Workshop on Challah at 11 AM
in Roth Dining Hall, and Shabbat services and
dinner at 6 PM in Roth Dining Hall featuring
poetry and Hassidic stories by Barry Holtz
(dinner is $3.50 for students, and $5 for the
community).

CONCERT: The Long Island Symphonic
Chorale Association (LISCA) will present Bach's

-St. John Passion, conducted by Gregg Smith at 8
PM in the Chapel of St. Charles Hospital. (also
Saturday and Sunday)

CONCERT: There will be an Artist Series
Concert-Chamber music from Stony Brook
performed by Ronald Anderson, Martin Canin,
John Graham, Gilbert Kalish, Julius Levine,
-Arthur Weisberg, Sam Baron, David Glazer, Paul
Ingraham, Jack Kreiselman and Ronald
Roseman featuring music by Mozart, Janacek,
Stravinsky, and Varese at 8:30 PM in Lecture
Hall 105. Admission is $2.50 for community
and $1 for students. -

MOVIE: COCA presents The Reincarnation of
Peter Proud at 7, 9:30 PM and 12 midnight in
Lecture Center 100.
.. A 0 ..

-- : Sbat, Apr. DLECTURE: Dr. Charlotte Douglas of the A
Department of Slavic Languages at -the JEWISH ARTS FESTIVAL: T
University of Texas at Austin will speak on Israeli Cabaret at 9 PM in the
Russian Contemporary Art-A Comparison With featuring the group Levanon,
Pre-World War II Art, in the Center for Mason, Israeli dancing and delic
Contemporary Arts and Letters in Library will be $5 for the commun
E-2340, at 4:30 PM. students.

'here will be an
Union Ballroom
raconteur Lou

:acies. Admission
ity and $2 for

Apr. 20-26 7)

MOVIE: COCA presents The Reincarnation of
Peter Proud at 7, 9:30 PM and 12 midnight in
Lecture Center 100. I. .

Sun, Apr. 24
CONCERT: Meg Fitzgerald will perform on the
flute at 3 PM in Lecture Center 105.

BRUNCH: The Brookhaven Women's Center
will have a Sunday Brunch at 11:30 AM at 320
Main Street in Port Jefferson. For more
information call 473-8663. $1 donation
requested.

MIME: Peter Lobdell, the director of mime for
the Brr:adway show "Equus" will perform two
solo shows at 7:30 PM and 10 PM in the Union

'- Auditorium. Tickets are $1 and can be
purchased at the Union box office.
CONCERT: There will be a chamber music
concert for clarinet, cello, piano and voice
performed by James Kohn, David Milnes,
George Fisher and Joan Petrella featuring music
by Beethoven, Schubert and Brahms at 8:30 PM
in Lecture Center 105. _ .

Mon, Apr.25
MEETING: There will be a last meeting of
PUSH at 7:30 PM in the Union lobby.

DISCUSSION: There will be an open discussion
on Science and the Bible at 8 PM in the
Ammann College Lounge sponsored by the
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.

CONCERT: Artist Series presents Peter Wolf on
harpsichord, assisted by Jane Bowers on
baroque flute featuring music by Handel, Bach,
Haydn and Balbastre at 8:30 PM in Lecture
Center 105. Admission is $2.50 for faculty and
adults and $1 for students.

SPEAKER: Milt Rosen, the Progressive Labor
Party chairman, will speak at 7:30 PM in Social
Sciences B118.

Tue, Apr.26
SEMINAR: There will be a career seminar on
opportunities for German and Slavic speaking
people at 2 PM in Union 223.

POETRY READING: Students from Stony
Brook and the other area colleges will read from
their own works at 4 PM in Library E-2341.

LECTURE: Professor Tobias Owen of the
Department of Earth and Space Sciences will
speak on New Views of Mars, Results from the
Viking Missions at 7:30 PM in Graduate
Chemistry 408.

-compiled by Debra Lewin
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